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2. Productivity– THE KEY
COMPONENT OF VALUE GROWTH
“Productivity is one of the factors that have the greatest
inﬂuence on the value of a hotel property. Other
parameters, such as occupancy rate and pricing,
are obviously important, but the foundation for value
growth is always to be found in effective
operations.” Page 6
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What drives
value in a

HOTEL PROPERTY?
MAIN STRATEGIES IN THE HOTEL PROPERTY BUSINESS
BY ANDERS NISSEN

in hotel operations and, not least, in understanding the underlying driving forces and priorities of the companies that operate the hotels.

Property companies are broadly
divided into two groups; those with
geographical focus and those with
functional focus. The ﬁrst group
invest in a small number of cities/
regions and build up an advantage
based on local knowledge. The second group invest in a speciﬁc type of
property, such as hotels or shopping centres, and build know-how
within that industry.
This division is a direct result of the ﬁnance and
property crash that affected the early 1990-ties
when property owners learned the hard way
that different geographical and operational situations carried completely different risks, as
well as growth scenarios.
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“The finance and
property crises redrew
the map for property
companies.”
The value of a hotel property –
THE TRADITIONAL VIEW

There is also a difference within the group of
property companies that has an operational
focus. The value of an ofﬁce- or residential
property is mainly attributable to its location, its
general attractiveness and underlying factors
such as macro economic growth. A hotel property has a considerably more complex valuation
model which requires the property owner to
have speciﬁc competence in the hotel market,

DEVELOPMENT IN THE HOTEL SECTOR

“To understand the
hotel property business
requires specialist
knowledge.”
The value of a hotel property –
TODAY’S UNBALANCED MODEL

Over the last few years, the complexity has
increased further. Most international hotel
companies have surrendered their roles as
operators and become more focused on
branding. Revenues and brand standards have
taken a front seat, while operations and proﬁtability at individual hotels have become less
important. Ideally, the new brand focused
companies want to run the hotels without any
demands for making investments or sharing
any risks with the property owner. As a result,

1990

1995

Prior to 1990

After 1990

Mixed real estate portfolios

Strategies shift: geographical
or operational portfolio focus
Professionalism and IPO’s
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First Hotel Copenhagen

the traditional division of responsibilities
between owners, who used to handle property
issues, and operators, who used to take care
of the running of the hotel, has changed. This
change has meant that the property owner is
left shouldering all the risk whilst having to
share in the upside with the brand owner. The
question I ask, given the unfair risk proﬁle, is if it
makes sense to let a hotel’s brand have a
deciding inﬂuence on operations and investments.

“The brands change
the relationship between
owner and hotel
companies.”
The value of a hotel property –
A BALANCED MODEL

The illustration of the value growth cycle (next
page) gives an overview of the areas that a
hotel property owner must be able to master.
Based on that knowledge, it is essential to create a locally adapted strategy for each individual hotel property.

“Each and every hotel
property needs its own
unique strategy.”
For each hotel property, there are external and
internal efﬁciencies. The external ones create
the revenues, including brand, proﬁle, product

2000

offering and customer loyalty. The internal ones
are all about increased productivity through a
ﬂexible organisation with multi-skilled staff and
a commercially focused management team.
This last decade has more or less been all
about external efﬁciency. To differentiate themselves, brand companies have created new
products and concepts. Some of these have
been to the beneﬁt of the guest. However,
many of them have brought with them
increased operational costs and investments
that the owner has had to shoulder. As a result,
brand strategies have had a detrimental effect
on property values. The time has come to
combine external with internal efﬁciency. Operational issues must take higher priority and
areas such as management, productivity and
the ability to build modern efﬁcient organisations, must be prioritised. At the end of the day,
it is within these areas that true value enhancement is created.

brands evolved during this period and contributed to increased client satisfaction and to
value growth for the property owners.
But today, the situation has changed. The
Internet has radically changed the guest’s
access to information and created the possibility of new web based distribution platforms.
As a result, bookings today are increasingly
made through Online Travel Agencies, thereby
reducing the competitive advantage of the big
brands. The market has also evolved with new
segments and clients that increasingly look for
a local proﬁle in order to be attracted by a
hotel, which is another factor that drives trafﬁc
away from the traditional global brands.
One way to put it is that the big brands
focus on global strategies while operations and
ownership are usually focused on local strategies. As local factors have the greatest impact
on the value growth of a hotel property, it is
clear that there is a fundamental ﬂaw in the
whole system.
A number of factors indicate that today, the
large brands have their main strength in underdeveloped markets while mature markets
demand a much higher emphasis on local
market adaptation and more effective local
management.

“Modern times demand
an increased focus on
local strategies.”

“It’s time to bring
internal efficiencies to
the forefront.”
How was the myth
around brand value created?

Since the end of the Second World War, the
hotel industry has been transformed from a
business dominated by family owned operations to global companies. Most of these companies, with roots in the US, historically had
advantages through their efﬁcient booking systems and savvy marketing strategies. The big

2005

2010

2013

2000 – 2012 International hotel corporations

2007

2013 –

become brand companies: asset light strategy
▶ Focus on external efficiency
▶ The internet changes availability and
booking patterns

Increased interest
among lenders –
increased level of
investments

Internal efficiency
increasingly
important
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Value-growth
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENTIRE CHAIN IS A PREREQUISITE FOR SUCCESS
ESS

1 MACRO ECONOMY
Obviously, macro-economic factors affect the performance of
each market and it is vital to analyse global, regional and local
activity levels in order to identify trends at an early stage. This
analysis will guide us when making decision about when and
how we enter a new market and how to adapt to situations in
our current markets.

10 FINANCING AND TAXES
The choice of ﬁnancial and legal structure
is key to a consistent value growth.

9 LEASE STRUCTURE
The hotel industry has a number of different types of
lease agreements. As the lease structure heavily affects
proﬁtability, ﬁnancing and value growth, it is important
that they include common goals for all parties involved.

8 ASSET MANAGEMENT
The hotel industry is capital intensive and requires
specialist expertise within both hotel operations and
asset management in order to effectively manage and
develop the hotel properties.

7 INVESTMENTS
A constant focus on improvement and development for
each hotel is necessary in order to maintain a strong
market position.

4

VALUE-GROWTH CHAIN
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chain

The value-growth chain in a hotel property forms the basis
for Pandox’ vision, strategy and choice of lease structure.
Each and every link is essential, and in-depth knowledge
of all aspects of the chain is a prerequisite for success.

2 HOTEL ECONOMIC CYCLE
The hotel economic cycle usually follows the macro economy, the macro
economy, through four phases: downturn, declining rate of downturn,
stable growth and peak. Knowledge of the pattern of the hotel
economic cycle is important when investing in different geographical
markets as it helps us to take better decisions and, therefore, limit risk.

3 LOCATION AND AREA
A strong natural location and sufﬁcient size,
to achieve economics of scale, are necessary
to generate high proﬁtability.

4 COMPETITION – NEW CAPACITY

– DIFFERENT MARKET POSITIONS

Each market is unique, and considerable knowledge of
local conditions is required in order to create a product
that ensures sustainable proﬁtability.

5 BRAND NAMES
A strong brand name strengthens the hotel’s
market position and competitiveness in the
chosen product segment.

6 OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
Hotel operations are complex and demand a high level
of expertise, considerable presence and strong leadership. A good local hotel team will result in both satisﬁed
customers and employees, as well as a high level of
proﬁtability.
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Productivity
THE KEY COMPONENT OF VALUE GROWTH
BY ANDERS NISSEN AND JONAS TÖRNER

Productivity in hotel operat
operations is
one of the factors that have the
greatest inﬂuence on the value of a
hotel property. Other parameters,
such as occupancy rate and pricing,
are obviously important, but the
foundation for value growth is
always to be found in effective operations, regardless of whether the
hotel is run under a franchise, management or lease agreement.
The fundamental value of a hotel property is
derived from the cash-ﬂow generated by the
hotel. Value growth is created by increased
cash ﬂows, most simply accomplished by
increasing revenues or lowering costs but it
can also be achieved through smart investments. Factors such as location, conﬁguration,
occupancy, average rates, etc, work in tandem
and inﬂuence the size of the cash ﬂow, and
thus, the hotel property’s value.
Over the years, Pandox has developed a
set of management tools to support the decisions made in day-to-day operations as well as
in long-term investment planning. We call this

VALUE GROWTH DRIVERS

6

INCREASED
REVENUES

DECREASED
COSTS

SMARTER
INVESTMENTS

REDUSED
RISK
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the Pandox Toolbox and its tools are used
actively to maintain a high level of productivity
through successful analysis, forecasting and
cost control.
In the example below, developed using
Pandox’ analytical tools, we look at an average
sized hotel with 342 rooms and see how four
different scenarios impact differently on the
value growth of the hotel property. The average
room rate is € 104.1, the average occupancy

rate, 66.3 per cent, RevPAR (revenue per available room) is € 69 and GOP (gross operating
proﬁt) is € 4.1 millions. The scenarios simulate
how a 5 per cent increase in demand, average
rate, RevPAR and productivity, respectively,
would change the value of the property.
The example clearly shows that an increase
in productivity is the most proﬁtable investment.
The reason being is that productivity directly
affects the bottom line in a way the other

PATHS TO VALUE GROWTH
– FOUR SCENARIOS
>>>>>>>>>
STARTING-POINT
Number of rooms

342

Occupancy

66.3%

ADR

104.1 EUR

RevPAR

69.0 EUR

Total revenue

13.4 MEUR

GOP

4.1 MEUR

30.8% margin

EBITDA

3.0 MEUR

22.1% margin

Revenue per hour

63.3 EUR

Payroll per hour

26.0 EUR

FF&E

4% of total revenue

BASE VALUE
OF 35.9 MEUR
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options do not. For example, when an increase
in occupancy takes place, the revenue increase
comes with added costs in areas such as commissions, cleaning, front desk, etc. In this scenario, the conversion rate, or ﬂow-through, is
60 per cent – 40 per cent is ”eaten up” by the
increased costs, and only the remaining 60 per
cent has a positive impact on the bottom line.

1. OCCUPANCY An instant 5 per cent increase
in demand for the hotel results in a 12 per cent
increase in the hotel property value, given a 60
per cent conversion rate.

2. AVERAGE RATE A similar increase in rates
of 5 per cent would result in a 16 per cent
increase in the hotel property value, given a 90
per cent conversion rate.

1

A RevPAR increase of 5 per cent
(50/50 price and occupancy driven) would
increase the hotel property’s value by 14 per
cent, given a 75 per cent conversion rate.

4. PRODUCTIVITY An increasing in the productivity of the hotel operations by 5 per cent,
through a reduction in the total number of
hours worked, for example, increases the value
of the hotel property by a staggering 18 per
cent.
However, even though increased productivity results in the greatest value growth in the
examples above, it is possibly the most difﬁcult
to deploy. As a result, we always use a combination of strategies within Pandox, but with
productivity always being one of the main
focus areas.

2

DEMAND INCREASE OF 5%

Number of rooms

342

Occupancy

69.6%

ADR

104.1

RevPAR

72.5

Conversion rate

60%

Total revenue

14.0

GOP
GOP margin

3

3. REVPAR

Revenue management has become a vital and
natural part of everyday operations over the
last decades. With shorter lead times and
increasingly opportunistic booking patterns,
cost and productivity management need to
adapt accordingly. With new ways of working
in an active instead of a reactive way, and by
implementing system support for tactical forecasting, planning, stafﬁng and follow-up, longterm productivity and proﬁtability targets will be
achieved. With modern productivity management, the GM’s role will evolve to become
more of a coaching, rather than controlling,
role in order to get the whole organization to
understand how vital operational excellence is
and, as a result, start chasing non-productive
hours throughout the organisation.

PRICE INCREASE OF 5%

Number of rooms

342

Occupancy

66.3%

ADR

109.3

+5.2 EUR

INCREASE:
+ 4.3 MEUR

RevPAR

72.5

+3.5 EUR

12%

Conversion rate

90%

+0.6 MEUR

Total revenue

13.8

+0.4 MEUR

4.5

+0.4 MEUR

GOP

4.5

+0.4 MEUR

32.2%

+1.4 pts

GOP margin

32.7%

+1.9 pts

REVPAR INCREASE OF 5%

+3.3 pts

+3.5 EUR

(50% rate and 50% occupancy)

Number of rooms

342

Occupancy

68.0%

ADR

4

INCREASE:
+ 5.7 MEUR

16%

PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE OF 5%

Number of rooms

342

+1.7 pts

Occupancy

66.3%

106.7

+2.6 EUR

ADR

104.1

RevPAR

72.5

+3.5 EUR

INCREASE:
+ 5.0 MEUR

RevPAR

69.0

INCREASE:
+ 6.5 MEUR

Conversion rate

75%

14%

Conversion rate

–

18%

Total revenue

13.9

+0.5 MEUR

Total revenue

13.4

GOP

4.5

+0.4 MEUR

GOP

4.6

+0.5 MEUR

GOP margin

32.4%

+1.6 pts

GOP margin

34.1%

+3.3 pts
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Pandox putsall
THE PIECES
TOGETHER

2013

BY ANDERS NISSEN
The hotel market in 2013 experienced a weak
start but ended on a positive note. Transaction
activity increased during the year and towards
the end of it, we had Hilton’s much mooted IPO
which also helped to raise the temperature and
the interest for the sector in general. In addition, we noted that product development kept
pace, particularly in the hostel, budget and
mid-range segments. This is primarily driven by
an increase in travel for the younger, Millennial
generation (or Generation Y), a conscious generation who sees themselves as global citizens
and demand modern hotels with exciting
designs and great meeting places which are
still affordable.
North America is leading the pack

As regards the hotel markets’ ﬁnancial cycle,
the North American market is leading the pack.
The positive revenue pattern which was established in the US already last year carried on into
2013 which led to an increase of almost 6 per
cent for the year. The outlook must be seen
as stable with price, as opposed to demand,
making up an increasingly larger part of total
revenues, which in turn drives proﬁt in the
operations with higher property values as
the end result.
The Asian market has moved in the opposite direction. Certainly, demand continues to
grow, but revenue per room has decreased as
a result of new hotels being opened. In India
and China alone, around 285,000 rooms are
under construction which corresponds to 17
per cent of current capacity.
The European market saw lower growth
than the US and is lagging the North American ﬁnancial cycle by at least two quarters.
The recovery didn’t take hold until after the
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summer of 2013 and the annual improvement
stopped at just over 1 per cent. The corresponding fourth quarter number was 3 per
cent. However, the main part of that recovery
was achieved in the southern parts of Europe
and from historically low levels. Nevertheless,
the trend in most Eurozone markets is positive, spreading a certain amount of optimism
when looking forward to next year.
A reasonably good year for Pandox

Against this backdrop, Pandox developed well
during 2013. When consolidating income from
the Pandox and Norgani portfolios, rental revenues totaled 1813, an increase by 0.6 per cent.
Net proﬁt was 525 (583) and total cash-ﬂow
was 815 (848). The negative differences compared to last year are explained by a relatively
weak Scandinavian market, increased ﬁnancial
costs and the effects of our comprehensive
investment programme, Shark, which Pandox
is currently right in the middle of and which
brings with it temporary decreases in capacity
which in turn leads to lower revenues and a
weaker cash-ﬂow. If we adjust for the investment programme, operations in 2013 are
believed to have developed in line with 2012.
The Shark project is one of the largest hotel
investments ever in the Nordic region. For Pandox, this translates to an investment in excess
of SEK 2 billion over the three year period. The
main part of the investment traces its roots to
the acquisition of Norgani at the end of 2010.
The portfolio, which consisted of 73 hotels,
was in need of considerable development
work which is being successively carried out.
The entire mega-project was commenced in
2012 and is scheduled to be completed at the
end of 2014.

The program encompasses a number of exciting subprojects. One is named Moby and
covers 24 Scandic roadside hotels which are
spruced up with new designs, new room and
bathroom concepts and an appealing atmosphere throughout the common areas. Scandic
Park (former Continental) in Helsinki, as well as
KNA in Oslo, are also undergoing a complete
reﬁt and will exit the process as highly competitive full service hotels.
Another large investment that has caught
people’s attention is our development of
The Hotel in Brussels. After taking over the
operations of the hotel in February 2011, it
has been repositioned from a traditionally
branded business hotel to an independent
proﬁle with a new concept and design. The
new proﬁle has been well received in Brussels,
and already in the ﬁrst months, a number of
international political delegations chose the
hotel for their activities. It is going to be really
exciting to follow the development of The
Hotel on its journey onwards. Ambitions are
high: the hotel should be viewed as Brussels
leading business and meetings hotel in a niche
where it competes with a number of the largest international brands. Ambitions are high
also on the ﬁnancial side, with excellent proﬁtability and high returns expected through its
strong market position, a position that should
create the foundation for strong revenues as
well as high productivity in operations.
Four more hotels under own operations

During the year, Pandox has assumed operative responsibilities for another four of its hotel
properties and is currently running a total of
15 hotels as own operations. Own operations
has become a relatively large part of our total
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InterContinental, Montreal

business with a turnover of SEK 1.3 billion. The
motives for assuming operative responsibility
vary but include:
• The fact that many international hotel companies have relinquished their role as operator and focus solely on brand issues which
means that they no longer enter into lease
agreements. In these cases, it is natural for
Pandox to assume the role of hotel operator.
• That when a property is being reassessed
at the end of a contract period, or when
making acquisitions, own operations sometimes proves to be the best alternative.

trast, productivity, the most important criteria
to achieve value growth, is nowhere to be seen
in the companies that prefer the management
model. Are passive ﬁnancial investors aware of
this?
Thus, in order to ensure optimal value
growth, one of the most important issues for
owners of hotel properties is to track and evaluate the hotel companies’ strategies and its
effects on property value. For a more detailed
description of the issue, be sure to read my
comments on page 2–3 labelled ”What drives
value in a hotel property.”

In Scandinavia, rent based agreements is the
most commonly used business model, but in
the North American market, agreements are
predominantly based on franchise/management models, while Europe has a mix of both.
The choice of business model draws a dividing
line between two different types of hotel companies; those that enter into lease agreements
and those that prefer the management/franchise models.
The choice of model by the hotel company
is of vital importance for the property owner.
Those hotel companies that elect the rent
based model develop a superior competence
in how to operate a proﬁtable hotel compared
to those that elect a management agreement.
The reason is that the latter group creates their
revenues through their sales and marketing
systems, not through efﬁcient operations. Productivity is not a priority as the operator is not
responsible for costs and investments under a
management agreement – that all falls on the
property owner. The ﬁrst group create their
proﬁts through efﬁcient operations which is
achieved thorough high productivity. In con-

Hostels are challenging traditional hotels
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The hotel business is dynamic and ever changing with new trends and products. The driving
forces are new segments that challenge the
traditional hotels. One of those trends is the
new hostel products which are emerging in
large global markets where the tourism sector
is large, such as Berlin, Barcelona, Copenhagen and London. These products are signiﬁed
by large lobby areas with fun, refreshing
designs that inspire social meetings. In these
areas, young people sit, or lie on the ﬂoor,
equipped with iPads where meetings are made
immortal through photos and comments on
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook or other social
media.
However, worth noting is that not all guests
are young, you will also ﬁnd families and other
groups looking for an experience beyond a
good night’s sleep. Similar products can also
be found at budget and midrange hotels such
as CitizenM, Motel One, Comfort Express, etc.
It is in these types of establishments where you
will ﬁnd most of the creative and forward thinking in today’s hotel market.

By visiting hostels, one can learn a lot about
efﬁcient hotel operations. Here you will ﬁnd a
ﬂexible organisation where all the staff can and
will perform all types of duties – the key word is
multiskilling! These are excellent places for
young talents to get their ﬁrst job – a whole lot
more beneﬁcial to their development than
working traditional shifts at a hotel under one
of the large international brands.
Another trend is AirBnb and HomeAway.
They facilitate private home rentals through
web portals. The concept is new and was
launched on a larger scale less than ten years
ago. How do we respond to this type of competition? Looking at size of investment though,
luxury hotels is the most interesting trend. During 2007–2013, € 7 billion has been invested
globally. Many of the projects aim to create
high priced products in gateway cities and the
investors behind them are often wealthy private
investors, so called high net-worth individuals.
A positive global picture for 2014

The outlook for 2014 must be labelled as fair.
Financial activity levels in most countries are on
the increase which creates fertile ground for
the hotel market. International markets and
segments are predicted to grow both in volume and price during the year, with the price
component becoming more prominent in the
second half of the year. National markets and
segments hold good potential for improved
volumes with opportunities for price increases
after the summer. This positive global picture
will lead to increased revenues and a stronger
cash-ﬂow for Pandox compared to 2013.
Stockholm
February 2014
Anders Nissen
CEO
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This is

PANDOX

The driving forces behind Pandox’ successful and rapid development are to be found in our specialist
expertise, well-deﬁned strategy, professional employees, and active owners with broad industrial knowledge.

AND THESE ARE OUR SUCCESS FACTORS

NO. 1
NO. 2
NO. 3
12 PANDOX WORLD

WELL-DEFINED AND FOCUSED STRATEGY
Pandox has a well-deﬁned strategy with strict guidelines for factors such as country, city,
hotel type, type of partnership and yield. These are requirements that have been
consistently followed since the Company was established.

>>

Further information about Pandox’ strategy is available on pages 16–17

EXPERTISE AND NETWORK
Pandox operates with a lean management organization. The beneﬁts are rapid decisionmaking, a high level of interactivity and considerable individual freedom. In order to maintain
momentum in all business processes, the organization is assisted by a national and
international network. The model requires visionary, as well as operative leadership, and the
ability to create platforms for effective collaboration between individuals from different
backgrounds.

CORPORATE CULTURE – THE PANDOX SPIRIT
Pandox has established an informal management style based on competence and a
minimum of bureaucracy supported by effective monitoring methods. Our keywords are
inspiration, simplicity, speed, expertise and prominent leadership.

>>

Further information about Pandox’ Spirit is available on page 38
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Vision

Pandox’ vision is to be one of the world’s leading
hotel property companies with specialist expertise
in both hotel and property operations combined
with active ownership.
For the vision to become reality, we must maintain our specialist expertise of the value-growth
chain.
The revenue structure needs to be balanced in
terms of international and national demand as well
as between brand names. Combined with a good
mix of leases and own operations, this will minimize
risk while maximizing our potential.
Business concept

Pandox’ business concept – based on our expertise in the ﬁelds of hotel properties, hotel operations and business development – is to actively
own, develop and lease hotel properties.
Overall goal

Pandox’ overall goal is to achieve optimal yield
and value growth in our portfolio.
Speciﬁc goals are set each year for operating
proﬁt, return on equity, value growth in the existing
hotel property portfolio, and solvency.
The goals are then broken down for each
individual property to act as guidance when
investment decisions are made.

NO. 4

5
NO. 6
NO.
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ACTIVE OWNERS AND RAPID DECISIONS
Pandox’ shareholders and Board of Directors possess industrial expertise in the Company’s
three most important disciplines: hotel operations, hotel properties and business
development. Their knowledge and experience forms a base for swift decision making,
enabling us to act faster than the rest of the market when, for example, making acquisitions.
Pandox’ shareholders and Board of Directors also set clear goals for operations, which
provide excellent guidance for the Company.

KNOWLEDGE AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
One of Pandox’ cornerstones is to constantly develop its areas of competence and
expertise. The business model is based on a well-developed methodology that enables
Pandox’ skilled employees to develop and be creative.

STRUCTURED WAY OF WORKING
Pandox’ operations are structured through ﬁve main processes that in a clear and
simple way describe the Company’s present position enabling a situation-adapted and
commercially inspired way of working.
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Pandox’ principal strategy is to own
one type of asset – hotel properties.
Geographical diversiﬁcation is one of the
cornerstones of Pandox’ strategy. This gives
two advantages: risk diversiﬁcation and
investment opportunities.
The portfolio currently consists of 120
hotel properties with close to 25,000 rooms
and one congress and fair centre. A majority
of the hotels belong to the proﬁtable full-service segment or are stable medium-priced
products.

CANADA
2 hotels
1 city

BAHAMAS
1 hotel
1 city

120 HOTELS >> 25,000 ROOMS >>
14 PANDOX WORLD
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SPREAD

SWEDEN
66 hotels
29 cities

FINLAND
14 hotels
1 congress
and fair centre
8 cities

NORWAY
14 hotels
10 cities

DENMARK
9 hotels
2 cities
The operations are spread across 10 countries and 59 locations. Approximately 60
per cent of all revenues come from international markets such as Brussels, London,
Montreal, Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmo,
Copenhagen, Berlin, Helsinki and Oslo.
The remaining 40 per cent is characterised
by domestic demand in regional towns and
cities in the Nordic region, Germany and
Switzerland.
The mix of locations and brand namesensures a stable demand creating a portfolio with good potential and limited risk.

GERMANY

U.K.
1 hotel
1 city

4 hotels
4 cities

BELGIUM
8 hotels
2 cities

SWITZERLAND
1 hotel
1 city

59 CITIES >> 10 COUNTRIES >>
Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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Consistent

ENABLES STABILITY AND RISK DIVERSIFICATION
ONE TYPE OF ASSET– HOTEL PROPERTIES
A hotel property has distinctive features that differ from other types of
property, demanding specialist expertise in order to maintain active ownership. This is why Pandox invests exclusively in one type of asset – hotel
properties.

Business position: The Pandox portfolio contains 120 hotel properties and one
congress and fair centre.
Scandic Grand Marina, Helsinki

GEOGRAPHICAL MARKET
Focusing on one type of asset requires a broad geographical spread in
order to create the right conditions for growth and to beneﬁt from changes
in the hotel economic cycle.

Geographical spread, proportion of hotel rooms
Sweden, 51%
Finland, 11%
Norway, 11%
Denmark, 9%
Belgium, 7%
Germany, 5%

Business position: Pandox operates in ten countries, Sweden being the largest. Major
sub-markets are Brussels, Copenhagen, Helsinki, Gothenburg and Montreal. Overall,
Pandox owns hotel properties in 59 cities that caters to a a mix of international and
domestic demand.

Other Europe, 4%
Canada/Bahamas, 2%

LOCATION AND SIZE
Large hotels with commercially attractive locations provide the best
business opportunities while simultaneously reducing risks, as these
hotels have stronger cash-ﬂows and are easier to ﬁnance.

Business position: All Pandox hotels have strong locations with an average of 208
rooms, which is significantly more than the average hotel in each respective market.
Crowne Plaza, Brussels – Le Palace
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PRIORITISED MARKET SEGMENTS
The hotels in the property portfolio should mainly belong to the uppermedium and high-price segments.

Business position: The portfolio contains a mix of upper-medium and high-priced
hotels. The medium-priced hotels include many Scandic hotels, as well as the Hotel
Berlin, Berlin. Examples of high-priced hotels include InterContinental Montreal and
Hilton Stockholm Slussen.
Radisson Blu, Bremen

UNDER-PERFORMING HOTEL PROPERTIES
For Pandox, an attractive investment is an under-performing hotel in a commercially attractive location which we can develop to reach its full potential
through, for example, investments and repositioning.

Business position: In recent years, Pandox has acquired several under-perfoming
hotel properties that have subsequently been transformed and repositioned. The Hotel,
Brussels, Hotel BLOOM!, Brussels, Hotel Berlin, Berlin and Quality Hotel Park in
Södertälje are examples of successful transformation/repositioning projects.
Scandic Ferrum, Kiruna

CHOICE OF BRAND NAMES AND PARTNERS
Each hotel will have the optimal brand name to strengthen its proﬁle. This
requires Pandox to maintain a broad network of national and international
hotel companies with which it can co-operate.

Business position: Pandox currently collaborates with 12 hotel chains using 19
well-known and well-established brand names, as well as a number of independent
distribution channels – thereby providing a unique position and a broad network.

Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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WELL-KNOWN
AND WELLESTABLISHED
BRAND NAMES
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Pandox’

BUSINESS MODEL
The business model provides the platform for a situation adapted strategy – asset by asset.

Depending on local conditions,
Pandox can choose between four
operational strategies:

LEASE with a professional operator
where Pandox remains a strategic
partner
Own operations under a

FRANCHISE AGREEMENT with a
well-known brand name
Retain OWN OPERATIONS using
independent distribution systems

MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT where
another party manages daily
operations on behalf of Pandox

Clarion Grand Hotel, Helsingborg
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PANDOX’ FIVE MAIN PROCESSES
Pandox’ ﬁve main processes are used to describe the Company’s business situation, as well as
to understand external and internal driving forces, and how they interact.

1

2

3

MARKET MAPPING

THE PANDOX MODEL

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Acquire knowledge of the market situation
and change patterns.

The Company’s methodology
increases cash flow and limits risk
within each hotel investment.

Daily operations and major investments
aim to increase the value of properties
in the long-term perspective.

4

5

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL REPORTING

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Operations are monitored using well deﬁned
goals, evaluations and appraisals.

Pandox regularly conducts market
activities towards its target groups.

THE PANDOX MODEL – AND ITS FOUR PHASES
Market analysis

Market strategy

Proﬁtability optimization

Agreement optimization

A market analysis is performed in
order to assess a hotel’s proﬁtability potential and subsequent ability
to pay the agreed rent. The local
market is deﬁned and analysed
with regard to demand, competition and the current and future
offering.

A strategic plan for each hotel
property is established, based on
each hotel’s speciﬁc situation, the
local market, and the property’s
position in the hotel economic
cycle. The property’s future area of
use is evaluated during the preparation of the strategic plan.

Since the value of a property is
inﬂuenced by the proﬁtability of the
hotel operations, the operator is
Pandox’ most important partner.
The hotel operator is constantly
assessed in order to ensure positive developments in the hotel’s
operations and the value of the
property.

The optimal cash ﬂow of each
hotel property is then divided
among the operator, Pandox and
other parties through a lease, franchise or management agreement.
The agreement is structured in
such a way that all parties involved
are given an incentive to continuously improve the hotel property’s
overall proﬁtability.

Action plan
with concrete
measures

Possibility to
acquire the hotel
property
Market analysis
Evaluation of
each hotel
property and
the portfolio

Market strategy

Proﬁtability
optimization

Agreement
optimization

Sale in accordance
with the strategy
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PANDOX’

PARTNERS

Pandox has a unique network in the hotel market, and currently collaborates with several of the large
hotel chains under 19 different well-known and well-established brands. This gives a strong position
and a broad network which form an excellent platform for the Company to continuously develop
the competence base.

20 PANDOX WORLD
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Well-known and
WELL-ESTABLISHED BRAND NAMES

Each market is unique, and a thorough knowledge of local conditions is required, in order to create
a product that provides sustainable profitability. A strong brand strengthens the hotel’s market position
and competitiveness in the chosen product segment.

Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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TYPES
of LEASE
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The value of a hotel property is determined to a considerable degree by how
the underlying lease or agreement is formulated. Pandox favours agreements
with shared incentives, creating optimal preconditions for maximum development for both parties.

Quality Hotel, Hafjell

Optimal lease framework

Pandox’ ﬂexible business model is reﬂected in
the different types of lease. The design and formulation of leases and agreements are guided
by factors such as anticipated market trends,
local competition, planned investments, as well
as choice of operator and distributor. A mixture
of different types of lease/agreements provides
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Pandox with a structure that increases cash
ﬂow in good times and, due to rental guarantees, protects against receding markets.
Depending on local preconditions, Pandox
can choose between several possible types of
agreements: rental agreements, management
agreements or franchise agreements.
First Hotel Copenhagen

Pandox Business Operations Report 2013

1. RENTAL AGREEMENTS/LEASES
Revenue-based lease

Revenue-based leases are linked to the sales generated by the hotel business. This form of
contract provides Pandox with a share of the growth in both the market as a whole and in the
market share. To limit the risk, these agreements generally specify a minimum guaranteed rent.
Result-based lease

A result-based lease implies that Pandox receives a share of the hotel operator’s net operating proﬁt. This type of agreements requires that Pandox is informed of and is given access
to the operating company’s ﬁnances and agreements. This form of contract can also include
a guaranteed rent.
Fixed-fee lease

A ﬁxed-fee lease is an older type of rental lease. It is preferred by passive investors who
primarily seek a minimum guaranteed rent. Pandox does not enter into ﬁxed-fee leases as
they impair growth possibilities.

Hilton Helsinki Strand

2. MANAGEMENT AGREEMENTS
A management agreement can be
perceived as a sort of agent contract,
where Pandox owns the hotel business. Through a management agreement, a hotel company is assigned
to operate and manage the hotel on
behalf of Pandox. This means that
Pandox owns the hotel operations,
as well as the hotel property.

3. FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS
Franchise agreements can be entered
into with a hotel company for Pandox’
own operations. Pandox thereby beneﬁts from a large system that takes care
of the hotel’s overall marketing and
sales. This means that Pandox owns
the hotel operations, as well as the
hotel property.

Lease structure – rent revenues 2013
Revenue-based leases
with guarantee, 60%
Revenue-based
leases, 21%
Own operation and management agreements, 13%
Other, 6%

Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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OWN
operation
HOTEL MANAGEMENT
A natural part of Pandox’ active ownership is to have the competence to manage hotels as an own operation. This business model is used when there is no
suitable partner with whom to sign a lease, or if the hotel is in need of extensive
development work. In 2013, Pandox increased its own operations with three
hotels in Germany, and one hotel in Denmark, as the commercial conditions to
continue with the previous operators were not in place. The Company’s own
operations currently include 15 hotels in the Nordic region, continental Europe
and North America.
The philosophy behind Pandox’ own operations is to build each hotel’s strategy and competence locally. At year-end, Pandox operated
hotels with over 4,700 rooms and a total turnover of SEK 1.3 billion. The company runs
hotels in Antwerp, the Bahamas, Berlin,
Bremen, Brussels, Copenhagen, Dortmund,
Espo (Helsinki), Lübeck and Montreal.
Various strategies must be mastered in order
to succeed as owners in an international hotel
environment. The business cultures differ
among Pandox’ various geographical areas. In
the Nordic region, hotel leases dominate, while
in North America management and franchise
agreements are the most common. Europe has
a combination of both. Operational expertise
includes the specialist knowledge required to
assess the operators with which leases have
been concluded, and to be able to undertake
acquisitions that include both the property and
the operations.
In view of the increasing trend in the industry
for hotel companies to be management companies, it is also natural for Pandox to integrate
vertically and take over responsibility for operations.
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Following agreements signed in 2012, Pandox
expanded its own operations with three hotels
in Germany in 2013. The hotels – Radisson Blu
Dortmund, Holiday Inn Lübeck and Radisson
Blu Bremen – were integrated into Pandox’
own operations during the ﬁrst half of the year,
as the commercial conditions to continue with
the previous operators were not in place. The
three hotels were previously managed through
lease agreements with Hilton and Scandic but
were rebranded in connection with the takeovers. In Copenhagen, Pandox assumed full
responsibility of operations of First Hotel
Copenhagen in December 2013.
Read more about the new operations on
pages 34–35.
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Hotels operated by Pandox
No. of
rooms

City

Hotel

Brand name

Antwerp
Bahamas1)
Berlin
Bremen
Brussels

Crowne Plaza Antwerp
Pelican Bay
Hotel Berlin, Berlin
Radisson Blu Bremen
Crowne Plaza Brussels – Le Palace
Hotel BLOOM!
Hilton Brussels City
The Hotel, Brussels
Holiday Inn Brussels Airport

Crowne Plaza
Independent
Independent
Radisson Blu
Crowne Plaza
Independent
Hilton
Independent
Holiday Inn

262
186
701
235
354
305
284
421
310

Copenhagen

First Hotel Copenhagen

First Hotels

215

Dortmund
Helsinki, Espo
Lübeck
Montreal

Radisson Blu Dortmund
Hotel Korpilampi, Espo
Holiday Inn Lübeck
Hyatt Regency, Montreal
InterContinental Montreal

Radisson Blu
Independent
Holiday Inn
Hyatt Hotels
InterContinental

Total
1)

190
151
159
605
357
4,735

Location

General Manager

Ring road
City centre
City centre
City centre
City centre
City centre
City centre
City centre
Airport
Ringroad/
Airport
Exhibition
centre
Ring road
Ring road
City centre
City centre

Hans Wils
Magnus Alnebeck
Jan-Patrick Krüger
Frank Rücker
Rogier Hurkmans
Jan Henningssen
Vieri Biticchi
Jan Joris Kriele
Charles Boelen
Bente Brydegaard
Johansen
Dieter Ulbricht
Nina Peltola
Frank Senger
Raymond Soumako
Bernard Chênevert

Pandox manage the hotel in Bahamas on behalf of one of our owners.

Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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From

FINANCIAL CRISIS
TO SUCCESSFUL

HOTEL PROPERTY COMPANY

When Pandox started in 1995, the Company
owned 18 hotels with a total of 3,000 rooms in
nine Swedish towns and cities. The business
model was new and untried. The Company had
weak proﬁtability and limited ﬁnancial resources.
The road to success was to acquire underperforming hotels, develop them and thereby
increase the Company’s cash ﬂow and value –
which in turn was used for further expansion.
All in all, transactions with a total value of more
than SEK 20 billion have been completed. Applying a consistent strategy, Pandox has shown
durable and proﬁtable growth while increasing
the geographical spread.
At the end of 2013, Pandox managed 120
hotels and one congress centre, with a total of
25,000 rooms in 59 strategic locations across
ten different countries in the Nordic region,
continental Europe and North America making
Pandox one of the leading hotel property companies in Europe.
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Key indicators
Number of hotels*
Number of hotel rooms
Property revenues, SEK M
Cash ﬂow, SEK M

2013

2012

120
25,000
1,813
815

120
25,000
1,801
848

+17%
* And one congress and fair centre.

Pandox strategy and business model has proven to create value. Since the
company was formed, Pandox has generated an average annual return of
17 per cent. During the same period, the world has gone through three
ﬁnancial crises.
Pandox Business Operations Report 2013

Founded in 1995. Pandox traces its origins to
the ﬁnancial and property crises at the beginning
of the 1990s. The Company was formed by
Securum and Skanska in 1995. The mission was
to take over and restructure a hotel portfolio, and
prepare it for sale.

Stronger in Europe. After the privatization,
Pandox grew fast again, with several large
hotels being acquired in Berlin, Brussels, Basel,
Copenhagen, Stockholm and Malmo – establishing Pandox as one of the leading hotel
property players in Europe.

The original hotel property portfolio. In the
beginning, Pandox comprised 18 hotel properties and three small operating units. All of the
hotels were in Sweden, most of them were
small with unattractive locations, and often in
bad condition.

Expansion to North America. In 2007–2008,
Pandox continued its international expansion
with two acquisitions in Montreal.

increased about 20 times since the Company
was formed. This has been achieved through
active ownership, sound expertise and proﬁtable acquisitions.

TRANSACTIONS OF MORE THAN
SEK 20 BILLION COMPRISING 181 HOTELS
879*

Leading in Europe. In August 2010, Pandox
announced the acquisition of Norgani Hotels,
with a portfolio of 73 hotels in Sweden, Finland,
Norway and Denmark, in a deal worth close to
SEK 10 billion.
As a result of the acquisition, Pandox is now
one of Europe’s leading hotel focused property
companies in terms of geographical spread
and number of hotels and brands. Since its
start in 1995, Pandox has completed acquisitions and sales transactions comprising
181 hotels with a total deal value of more than
SEK 20 billion.
The value of the Company’s property portfolio was approximately SEK 25 billion at the
end of 2013 – which implies that the value has

Stock-exchange listing. In 1997, Pandox
was ﬂoated on the Stockholm Stock Exchange
with a new and untried business concept. The
Company’s portfolio was valued at SEK 1.3 billion and the market capitalisation was SEK 520
million. The listing resulted in 4,000 new shareholders. After the listing, Pandox expanded
rapidly, with acquisitions of large hotels in strong
locations, while its smaller hotels were sold.
Internationalisation. In 2000, Pandox
expanded its geographical footprint to Northern Europe through the acquisition of Hotellus
with 16 hotel properties.
Privatised again. In 2004, Pandox was
acquired by industrial investors Eiendomsspar
AS and Sundt AS and delisted as a result.

848*

831*

445

815*

446

389

Pandox’ development from 1995

299

Number of hotels
Cash ﬂow, SEK M

118

120

120

272

267

266

301

120

318

228

97
18
12
95

21

14

96

53 20

97

46

119
28

98

46

44

45

44

31

99

00

01

02

03

04

36

05

39

06

44

07

45

08

46

09

10

11

12

13

* Refers to 100 per cent of Norgani’s and Pandox’ ongoing cash ﬂow for each respective full year. Since December 2013, Pandox holds sole ownership of all hotels except for
one which is managed on behalf of one of Pandox’ owners.
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High level of

ACTIVITY

AND
STRONG PORTFOLIO
DEVELOPMENT
A TOTAL OF 81 COMPLETED AND ONGOING PROJECTS IN 2013
At Pandox activity levels are always high with prospective
investment cases constantly being analyzed, planned and
executed. Projects typically involve the repositioning of a
hotel, product development and upgrades, improvements
in operational efficiency and/or the implementation
of new attractive designs.
As a result, Pandox, has invested circa EUR 250 million in improvements over the last three years.
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The main part of current investments traces its roots to
the acquisition of Norgani at the end of 2010. The portfolio, which consisted of 73 hotels, was in need of considerable development work which is now being carried
out in close cooperation with the operators.
In 2013 alone, Pandox concluded 46 development
projects and an additional 35 projects are currently under
way. Investments in 2013 reached over EUR 70 million.
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Completed projects in 2013
Clarion Collection Bastion, Oslo

Quality Hotel Prisma, Skövde

Scandic Gävle Väst

Scandic St Jörgen, Malmo

Crowne Plaza Antwerp

Quality Hotel, Nacka

Scandic Halmstad

Scandic Tampere City

First Hotel Twentyseven

Radisson Blu Hotel, Malmo

Scandic Helsingborg Nord

Scandic Uplandia, Uppsala

Hilton Stockholm Slussen

Rantasipi Imatran Valtionhotelli

Scandic Jyväskylä

Scandic Upplands Väsby

Holiday Inn Brussels

Rica Hotel Bodø

Scandic Kajanus, Kajaani

Scandic Uppsala Nord

Hotel Berlin, Berlin

Rica Hotel Hamar

Scandic Kramer, Malmo

Scandic Västerås

Hotel BLOOM!, Brussels

Scandic Alvik, Stockholm

Scandic Kungens Kurva,

Scandic Växjö

Hotel Korpilampi, Esbo

Scandic Backadal, Gothenburg

Stockholm

The Hotel, Brussels

InterContinental Montreal

Scandic Billingen

Scandic Malmen, Stockholm

Vildmarkshotellet,

Mr Chip, Stockholm

Scandic Ferrum, Kiruna

Scandic Marina Congress

Kolmården

Park Inn by Radisson Solna

Scandic Grand Marina, Helsinki

Center, Helsinki

Quality Hotel Alexandra, Molde

Scandic Grand Place, Brussels

Scandic Plaza, Borås

Quality Hotel Luleå

Scandic Grand, Örebro

Scandic Skogshöjd, Södertälje

250,000,000 €
2011 – 2013

Ongoing projects from 2013
Clarion Collection Mayfair,

First Hotel Grand, Borås

Radisson Blu Bremen

Scandic Linköping Väst

Copenhagen

First Hotel Royal Star, Stockholm

Radisson Blu Dortmund

Scandic Luleå

Clarion Hotel Grand, Helsingborg

Hilton Brussels City

Scandic Antwerp

Scandic Norrköping Nord

Clarion Hotel Plaza, Karlstad

Hilton Helsinki Kalastajatorppa

Scandic Bergen Airport

Scandic Park, Helsinki

Comfort Hotel Børsparken, Oslo

Holiday Inn Lübeck

Scandic Bollnäs

Scandic Park, Stockholm

Crowne Plaza Brussels

Hyatt Regency, Montreal

Scandic Elmia, Jönköping

Scandic Rosendahl

Elite Park Avenue, Gothenburg

Quality Hotel Ekoxen, Linköping

Scandic Klarälven, Karlstad

Scandic Segevång, Malmo

Elite Stora Hotellet, Jönköping

Radisson Blu Arlandia, Stockholm

Scandic KNA, Oslo

Scandic Star Sollentuna

First Copenhagen

Radisson Blu Bodø

Scandic Kuopio

Scandic Umeå Syd

Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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ONE OF OUR LARGEST REPOSITIONING PROJECTS EVER

THE HOTEL
BRUSSELS

TOP NOTCH CONFERENCE | HIGH FASHION | SPA & FITNESS WITH A VIEW
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THE PREMIUM
LANDMARK HOTEL OF BRUSSELS
After a two-year period of
extensive refurbishment and
renovation, The Hotel, on the
Boulevard de Waterloo in Brussels,
is now the premium landmark hotel
of the European capital. The hotel
has undergone comprehensive
refurbishment, with re-designed
rooms, corridors and public areas.
The meeting and conference areas
were expanded and upgraded. The
27-storey building has also been
equipped with a new urban spa
and fitness centre, modern energy
systems, and a more streamlined
layout. Moreover, a complete new
business plan has been established together with the new
management ensuring a new
flexible and dynamic organization.

THE
INDEPENDENT

CHALLENGER

FULL RENOVATION OF THE ENTIRE HOTEL,
ALL FLOORS AND 421 ROOMS, LOBBY, PUBLIC AREAS,
CONFERENCE FACILITIES, RESTAURANT AND BAR.
TOTAL INVESTMENT:

35,000,000 €

Pandox Business Operations Report 2013

Facts & figures
• 421 rooms and suites
• 12 meeting rooms
• 2 ball rooms
• Urban Spa & Fitness
• Restaurant and bar
• Total investment 2011–2013:
EUR 35 million
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One of the

LARGEST

HOTEL INVESTMENTS EVER IN THE NORDICS
In a joint initiative, unprecedented in the Nordic region, Pandox and Scandic have launched one of the largest
joint hotel ventures ever between a hotel operator and a property owner. The SEK 1.6 billion project involves the
development of 38 Pandox-owned Scandic hotels in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland. Just over half of
the hotels are in highway locations, while the others are located in city centers. The project is now well under the
way and due to be ﬁnalized in 2015.

T

HE MEGA PROJECT ENTERS THE NEXT PHASE

Pandox acquired Norgani for SEK 9.7 billion in
the autumn of 2010. The property portfolio consisted of 73 hotels in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland, many of which were in need
of refurbishment and upgrading. In 2011, Pandox and Scandic entered an agreement to
invest SEK 1.6 billion in the development of 38
of these hotels, as well as one congress and
exhibition centre. The complete joint venture
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project, code-named Shark, will be implemented during a three-year period starting in
2012 and due to be ﬁnalized in 2015.
CLASSIC HIGHWAY
HOTELS OF TOMORROW

Scandic’s origins are in the classical highway
hotels that were created to offer the motorist overnight accommodation and associated facilities in

the 1960s. The hotel segment is now well established over the entire Nordic Region.
Most of Scandic’s highway hotels are included in the investment project, and most of them
are situated in Sweden. Among those are classic and popular hotels such as Scandic Kungens Kurva, near the E4/E20 motorway south of
Stockholm, Scandic Backadal along the E6 at
Gothenburg’s western approach, Scandic Klar-
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MAJOR REFURBISHMENT FOR THE CITY CENTER HOTELS

Part of the investment scheme is also the complete modernization and redesign, including
everything from the car park, reception, lobby and restaurant to the hotel rooms, of a series of
Pandox owned city centre hotels.
These are, among others; well-known hotels such as Scandic Malmen in Stockholm, Scandic
Park and Hilton Strand in Helsinki and the Scandic KNA hotel in Oslo, with Scandic Park Helsinki
being one of the larger projects. At the moment, this huge 523-room hotel is undergoing a complete step-by-step renovation which, when ﬁnished at the start of 2015, aims to reconquer its
position as the leading meeting hotel in the city. In Oslo, 35 rooms were added to the KNA hotel
during 2013, and existing rooms were refurbished and modernized. Read more on pages 36–37.

180,000,000 €
älven on the E18 circular in Karlstad and Scandic Elmia on the E4 in Jönköping. The vision is
to renew and develop a common concept by
adding ﬂexibility and non-traditional solutions
that takes new family constellations, travel patterns and trends into consideration. Each
hotel’s unique history is integrated into different
design elements, giving it a local feel.
The project is progressing on schedule and
at year end 2013, approximately two thirds of
all highway hotels were successfully completed.
The upgraded hotels have all been well
received in each respective market and already
generated positive returns.

into account new family types, travel patterns
and trends. Focusing on the guests’ needs and
well-being, the concept includes everything
from parking, reception, lobby, conference
facilities and restaurants, to the hotel rooms.
The concept also integrates the history of
Scandic and the local hotel into design elements and layout, strengthening the informal
homeliness of the hotels. New social meeting
points will be created within the hotels and the
guest rooms will be upgraded with new interior
ﬁttings and designs. The technology will also
be comprehensively upgraded. This will ensure
that the hotels are well-equipped to meet
future challenges.

A BRAND NEW CONCEPT WILL
CHANGE THE ROAD MAP

The new hotel concept is characterized by ﬂexibility and non-traditional solutions that take

This is one of the largest joint hotel ventures
ever achieved between a hotel operator
and a property owner in the Nordic region.
Pandox Business Operations Report 2013

Scope of

project

• 27 ho
tels in S
weden
• 9 hote
ls and o
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centre in
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Finland
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ls in No
rway
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FOUR NEW OWN OPERATIONS – UNDER REPOSITIONING
RADISON BLU DORTMUND, 190 ROOMS

• City center location/exhibition centre
• 15 meeting rooms of various sizes that can
accommodate up to 450 participants
• Restaurant and bar
• Health club with pool, gym and sauna.
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HOLIDAY INN, LÜBECK, 159 ROOMS

• Ring road location
• Flexible conference facilities
catering up to 350 people
• Restaurant with sun terrace
• Swimming pool, gym and sauna.
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First Hotel Copenhagen

GERMANY
REBRANDING AND
REPOSITIONING

ACTIVE

OWNERSHIP

IN PRACTICE

In 2013, Pandox increased
eased its own
operations with three hotels in Germany, as the commercial conditions
to continue with the previous operator
were not in place. In connection with
the takeover, all three hotels were
re-branded.
The hotels – Radisson Blu Dortmund, Radison Blu Bremen and
Holiday Inn Lübeck – were previously
managed through lease agreements
with Hilton and Scandic.
Since the Pandox takeover of the
operations, detailed development
and restructuring programs as well
as new business plans for new ﬂexible
organizations have been initiated in
cooperation with the new hotel managements. These include complete
upgrading and refurbishment of all
rooms as well as reception, public
and F&B areas,and, in the case of
Radisson Blu Dortmund, renovation
of the pool area. All three takeovers
have gone according to plan and
the hotels have enjoyed a smooth
transition process.

DENMARK
PANDOX TAKES THE HELM
IN COPENHAGEN

RADISON BLU BREMEN, 235 ROOMS

FIRST HOTEL COPENHAGEN, 215 ROOMS

•
•
•
•

• Airport / ring road location
• High-class conference facilities catering
for up to 550 people
• Restaurant and bar
• Spa and fitness centre.

City center location
Flexible and spacious meeting area
Restaurant and bar
Health club with pool, gym and sauna.
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In December 2013
rol of opera
Pandox assumed control
operations of First Hotel Copenhagen as
the previous operator no longer could
fulﬁll its commitments. The transition
process was smooth and this highend conference hotel, situated along
the road from the city centre to Kastrup, is now run under a franchise
agreement with First Hotels. Previously, the hotel was operated through
a lease contract with First Hotels.
Pandox is currently evaluating
different business solutions as part of
a planned upgrade and development
project at this 215 room hotel.
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OTHER SUCCESSFUL

investment projects

Y
ACTIVILTECTION
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OF PAND

POPULAR HOTSPOT!
CLARION GRAND HOTEL,
HELSINGBORG
(ONGOING PROJECT)

EUR 35 million investment program.
Full upgrade of rooms, lobby, public
areas, restaurant and exterior upgrades.

BIG IS BEAUTIFUL! SCANDIC PARK HELSINKI

Under a joint project between Pandox and
Nordic Choice Hotels, which commenced in
2012, the centrally located Clarion Hotel Grand
Helsingborg is undergoing an extensive refurbishment. The ﬁrst phase was completed in
spring 2013 when the new restaurant and bar
“Kitchen & Table by Marcus Samuelsson”
opened and the new cosy and relaxing lobby
area was inaugurated. The new look has
already enjoyed a positive response from our
guests and, as a result, the classic hotel,
established in 1926, continues to be a popular
meeting place for locals as well as visitors. The
project also includes a renovation of rooms,
bathrooms and conference areas as well as a
thorough upgrade of the hotel’s technology.
The project will be fully completed by the end
of 2014.

(ONGOING PROJECT)
Over the next two years, Finland’s largest hotel,
Scandic Park (former Scandic Continental), with
523 rooms will undergo extensive renovation and
development. The major EUR 35 million investment was initiated as a joint venture between
Pandox and Scandic with the overall goal to create Helsinki’s leading business and meeting hotel.
The ﬁrst phase of the refurbishment was successfully completed by the end of 2013, including
a complete makeover of the lobby area, parking
facilities, 232 re-designed rooms, corridors and a
top-ﬂoor meeting area. The renewal draws its
36 PANDOX ACTIVITY

inspiration from the urban park surrounding the
hotel, and the hotel’s cosy and relaxed atmosphere and services attract all kinds of visitors;
business as well as leisure.
During 2014 and 2015 the project will step up
to the next level and includes the refurbishment of
the conference facilities, restaurant, break-out
areas and the large and multifunctional banquet
and ball room. The exterior and the rear of the
property will also receive a thorough upgrade.
The entire investment is estimated to be completed by the beginning of 2015.

Investments 2012–2014:
EUR 3 million (with Nordic Choice Hotels)
When completed:
Rooms and bathrooms, New bar and restaurant concept
Upgrading of technical installations in the cooling and
ventilation system
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THE NEW NO. 1 – SCANDIC KNA OSLO (ONGOING PROJECT)
Scandic KNA, with 224 rooms, is currently
undergoing extensive development with the
overall target to be the No. 1 Scandic hotel
in Oslo.
As a part of Shark, the joint venture investment project between Scandic and Pandox, an
addition of 35 rooms was completed during
2013. The extension has been well received by
the guests and we can already see positive
results. The existing rooms were also extensively refurbished and completed during the
year. The project is now moving on to the ﬁnal

phase, including a complete update of the lobby
and reception area, as well as a new tasty food
and beverage section and conference facilities.
The entire investment is estimated to be completed in the second quarter of 2014.
EUR 11 million
investment program. Upgrading
meetings areas,
lobby and rooms
including the addition of 35 new
rooms.

NEW CONCEPT AT INTERCONTINENTAL, MONTREAL
(COMPLETED PROJECT)
When InterContinental Montreal was acquired by
Pandox in 2007 it was positioned as a traditional
international style business and conference
hotel. The product lacked a local proﬁle and
primarily competed through its location.
This was the strategic starting point for a
comprehensive investment and upgrade program. Through changes in layout, design, management and style, the hotel has been given a
new concept with a boutique feel. Since completing the investment in 2010, the hotel has
strengthened its position and is now one of

the city’s leading hotels with regard to RevPAR
development.
In 2013, extensive refurbishments of the
conference areas in the adjacent Nordheimer
building were completed to ensure a consistent
and updated product in order to target new
business segments.
CAD 15 million. In 2008–2013, refurbishment and
modernization of all 357 rooms, development of the
restaurant and bar concept, as well as upgrading
lobby and meeting facilities. Development program
in Nordheimer building.

COMPLETE MAKEOVER
AT RADISSON BLU
ARLANDIA
(COMPLETED PROJECT)
Since autumn 2012, an extensive refurbishment project has been successfully carried out
at one of Sweden’s largest airport hotels, The
Radisson Blu Arlandia. The project was run in
close cooperation with Rezidor and was completed well ahead of plan in the ﬁrst quarter of
2014.
All the 339 rooms have been refurbished,
and the lobby, entrance, restaurant, conference section, as well as the spa area with gym,
pool and sauna have also received a complete
makeover. With modern and redesigned
rooms, a stylish international look in reception,
ﬁrst-class conference facilities, including 30
rooms of varying sizes and capacities, and,
of course, the close proximity to the everexpanding Arlanda airport we look forward
to another prosperous hotel year.

EUR 6.5 million investment program. Refurbishment
and new design in rooms, meeting areas, F&B and
lobby.
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Have fun!
It’s really quite
simple: People
who share
a good time
together will
also work well
together.

THE SPECIAL
PANDOX

SPIRIT
Pandox has established an informal management style, where a high level of know-how is
combined with minimal bureaucracy and effective methods for follow up.
The corporate culture is characterized by
extensive development opportunities, individual freedom, creativity and passion, all while
having a good time together. The objective is
to develop ourselves and the Company every
day. We call this the Pandox Spirit.
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Health…

At Pandox we believe that people grow through
doing other things with their colleagues than
just work. For this reason, we often organize
activities and events simply aimed at allowing
employees to have fun together.
Pandox also works actively for the well
being of all employees. Physical activity is an
important step in ﬁnding the right balance
between work and leisure, and is encouraged

by the Company. For this reason, we have created Pandox Movement, our very own sports
association. In recent years, Pandox Movement has gathered a number of brave Pandox
employees who have challenged themselves
by participating in various adventurous happenings: a ski training camp, the Vasaloppet
cross-country ski-race, yoga training at the
ofﬁce, the Vårruset running race, the Berlin half
marathon, the Stockholm marathon, etc.
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Push the boundaries! Inspiration,
simplicity, speed and prominent
leadership are our key words.
… and handball

At Pandox we love sports! Participating in them
motivate and excite us: we enjoy the action
and the drama as well as the thrill. Especially
close to our hearts is handball, without doubt
one of the world’s toughest sports. Watching
a handball game is always exciting: Hard
shots, tough tackling, a high pace and many
goals always guarantee the spectator an exciting experience.
We also appreciate the similarities between
handball and the business we are in: In a hand-

ball team every player is an essential element,
success requires the cooperation of all parts
of the team, and development of the individual
strengthens the team as a whole. Handball
offers fair play, no doping or hooligans and
displays an equal share of female and male
players.
For this reason, Pandox maintains close
ties to handball: Staffan Olsson, Pandox’
Director of Health, Sports and Coaching, is
also the Manager of the Swedish Men’s Handball team. Moreover, Pandox’ social project in

Nyeri, Kenya, is founded on the idea that giving
children and young people the opportunity to
play handball will help them improve their lives.
(Read more about the Kenyan project on
page 41.)
Active environmental work

Pandox seeks to minimize the environmental
impact of the company as a whole, as well as
that of each hotel we own. We consider active
environmental work to be a necessity; we must
do what we can to contribute to long-term
sustainable development.
Pandox seeks to fulﬁl, by a wide margin, the
environmental requirements made in the countries where we are active. Using our Pandox
Property Portal, we closely monitor our hotels’
energy and water consumption, and rely primarily on suppliers, contractors and consultants with a well-deﬁned environmental policy.
Environmental development initiatives are often
undertaken in collaboration with the hotel
operator.
Internally at Pandox, we strive to include
environmental aspects in our day-to-day work.
This might, for example, concern such simple
issues as minimizing paper use and energy
consumption in our premises. We sort our
waste at source and recycle as much as
possible. Naturally, we serve organic coffee
and fruit, bearing the Swedish KRAV label,
on our premises.

Why handball? Hard shots, a high pace
and thrilling matches, as well as fair play,
no doping or hooligans and an equal share
of female and male players. We like that!
Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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Pandox

HOTEL MARKET DAY
Pandox’ Hotel Market Day has
grown to become one of Scandinavia’s largest and most dynamic
events for the hotel industry. With
over 300 participants, the annual
seminar is frequently fully booked,
and includes an increasing number
of international delegates.
Pandox introduced the Hotel Market Day in
1996, the year after the Company was established. The primary reason was that the Com-
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pany needed to market itself to investors
before being ﬂoated on the stock market one
year later. However, once the listing was completed, the Hotel Market Day evolved into an
annual event and a dynamic meeting place
for the hotel industry. The event is held each
November at the Pandox-owned hotel property, Hilton Stockholm Slussen.
During the day, participants attend interesting lectures, network and make new contacts,
and take part in Pandox’ hotel forecast for the
coming year. The evening concludes with mingling and dinner in a pleasant and relaxed
atmosphere.

Over the years the seminar theme has covered
a wide range of topics, including the signiﬁcance of budget airlines and shopping tourism,
the importance of the term “brand proﬁtability”
and hotel architecture and design. In 2013, the
topic was demographic changes, and how
they impact on the hotel industry. The predominant message from the seminar speakers was
that two current major trends will have a great
impact on the hotel industry in the future:
• The ongoing urbanization in the developing
countries of the world, China and India in
particular, is allowing vast numbers of people to leave poverty behind and join the
Pandox Business Operations Report 2013

consuming class. This will create enormous
possibilities for the hotel industry.
• The changing age structure throughout the
world, with a growing part of the population
staying healthier and living longer creates a
new group of hotel guests.

PROGRAM
2013

PandoxHotel
Market Day

The speakers at the Hotel Market Day were,
among others:
Klas Eklund, Senior Economist at SEB: ”The
world’s macroeconomic situation is improving, but only slowly”.
Richard Dobbs, Director vid McKinsey Global
Institute: “The urbanisation of the world’s
developing countries is the greatest ﬁnancial
force the world has ever seen”
Chris Sanderson, The Future Laboratory:
”Today the focus is on experiences rather
than on gadgets. Social networks are taking
over as marketing channels”.
Tom Savigar, The Future Laboratory: ”How
you satisfy the needs of the world’s four age
categories of travellers: Baby Boomers (born
1945–1954), Generation Jones (1955–1964),
Generation X (1965–1979) and the Millennials
(1980–1990)”.
Magnus Berglund, Director of Accessibility at
Scandic Hotels: ”People with disabilities is a
large and proﬁtable customer group and a
rapidly growing market”.
Jörgen Fredriksson, Partner, Världens

DEMOGRAphiC
cHANGEs!

Resor: ”The demand for experience- and
theme-based travel shows tremendous
growth and the average age of the traveller is
increasing”.
Anders Nissen, CEO, Pandox: ”Overall, 2014
looks positive for the hotel industry”.
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A unique newsletter focusing on Swedish and
international hotel industry trends

You are most welcome to become a subscriber! Pandox UpGrade is free of charge
and can be ordered at info@pandox.com.

RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC OF TODAY

FOCUS

When Pandox was formed in 1995, a
newsletter was started in order to promote
the Company to investors in preparation for
its ﬂoat on the stock exchange. The publication later became part of the public
reports that the Company issued.
Despite the Company no longer being
listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange,
Pandox continues to maintain the ﬂow of
information to those who are interested in
the hotel industry and the hotel property
market. Pandox UpGrade is issued on
a regular basis, covering market trends
and current Swedish and international
hotel market topics as well as news
from Pandox.
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Handball
got Moses
off the
street

The objective of the Pandox Youth Handball Movement is to create better
future opportunities and purposeful leisure time for children and young
people in the Kenyan town of Nyeri, north-west of Nairobi. The project is
managed in collaboration with Partille Cup, the world’s largest and most
international handball tournament for young people, and the Kenyan
handball club MSG. Further information about the project and previous
articles are available at www.pandox.se/foretagsansvar

PANDOX
HANDBALL
YOUTH MOVEMENT
– creating a better future
for Kenyan youngsters

Staffan Olsson:

“There’s great passion
for theThree
sport”
Pandox’ CEO
questions
SPOTLIGHT

P.

4

P.

9

In the town of Nyeri, Kenya, Pandox has established the Pandox Youth Handball Movement.
The objective is to provide children and young
people with purposeful leisure time through
sports and handball training. Sports is a good
way to establish contact with children and young
adults and in the future the project hopes to build
on this by contributing advice on healthcare and
relationships, by improving attitudes and by
cooperating with other social projects. The project is managed in close cooperation with the
Mount Kenya Sports Group handball club, with
more than 500 members, and the Partille Cup –
the world’s largest and most international handball tournament for young people. For more info,
please visit: www.msgkenya.com

Incom

M A R K E T I N F O R M AT I O N F R O M PA N D O X – O N E O F T H E L E A D I N G H O T E L P R O P E R T Y C O M PA N I E S I N E U R O P E

Tiny steps
towards a
brighter future

Pandox Youth Handball Movement

criticizes brand
companies

During just over one week, the Swedish National
Team coach was teaching Kenyan youth to play
handball as part of the Pandox Youth Handball
Movement project.
– I look back on it with great fondness, says
Staffan Olsson.
At the beginning of February, Staffan Olsson
flew to Kenya and the city Nyeri, three hours
north of Nairobi, to teach Kenyan children and
teenagers the art of handball.
– It is with great joy I look back on the experience. When I think back on that time, I think of
the joy, interest and dedication to handball.
There is a great love for the sport. That’s what
pops back into my mind and stays with me as a
very strong memory.
The sport gives the youth an opportunity to
learn to work together as a team at the same
time as they are having fun.
– I am convinced that sport itself can help
boys and girls attend school. The main objective
is not to produce international stars at handball,
but rather to give them a chance to finish school.
The fact that we also contribute to expanding the
sport is just a bonus, but a really fun one.
What do you think is needed to further
develop handball there?
– Three things: material in the shape of balls
and equipment, structure, and by that I mean
education for coaches and leaders, and, in the

M A R KE T IN FO R M AT IO N FR O M PA N D O X
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to four new hotel
managers

longer term, a league where they can keep playing after they have left school.
P.
What’s your view on Pandox’ continued
efforts?
– I think a mix of knowledge and money is
needed. I am convinced that Pandox has made a
difference and has developed this organisation.
The way I saw it, the added passion and
resources are helping, it goes to good things.

9

Pandox supports the fair-trade company Freeset
in Calcutta. The company offers employment to
women who have been drawn into prostitution in
Sonogacchi, Calcutta’s largest and most notorious area for sex trafﬁcking. In this area, more than
10,000 women are forced into prostitution every day.
The women are mainly from Bangladesh,
Nepal, or from poor rural areas in India. Many of
them have fallen victim to trafﬁcking, while others
have no other choice due to extreme poverty.
Freeset gives them the opportunity to learn
how to sew and make cases, cloth bags and
T-shirts, which are then sold internationally to
ﬁnance the project.
The women are also given the opportunity
to learn how to read and write. For more info,
please visit: www.freesetglobal.org
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Team PANDOX
M
MANAGEMENT
in
ingrid.lowy@pandox.se,
Executive Assistant
ni
nils.lindberg@pandox.se,
Senior Advisor, Finance & Insurance
an
anders.nissen@pandox.se,
CEO
liia
liia.nou@pandox.se,
Senior Vice President, CFO

BUSINESS CONTROL & INTELLIGENCE
jacob.rasin@pandox.se, Analyst
joseﬁn.bergqvist@pandox.se, Senior Analyst
marika.hilldoff@pandox.se, Analyst, Marketing & PR
jonas.torner@pandox.se, Head of Business Control & Intelligence

BUSINESS AREA MANAGERS
erik.hvesser@pandox.se, Vice President, Business Area
henrik.molin@pandox.se, Vice President, Business Area
leif.kristen.olsen@pandox.com Vice President, Business Area
helge.krogsbol@pandox.com Vice President, Business Area
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Woof !
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT
sanna.andersson@pandox.se, Receptionist
staffan.olsson@pandox.se, Director of Health,
Sports and Coaching
mr.harry@pandox.se, Corporate Dog
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Team spirit

ACCOUNTING AND CONTROLLING
ulrika.grewestahl@pandox.se, Group Controller
tomas.skeppstrand@pandox.se, Property Accountant
torbjorn.stensen@pandox.com, Property Accountant

ebba.grundel@pandox.se, Assistant Group Controller
susanne.jusslin@pandox.se, Property Accountant
alexa.wennerstrand@pandox.se, Property Accountant
ann-sophie.forsmark@pandox.se, Property Accountant

marjut.mikkola@pandox.com, Property Support
ulrika.norrbrink@pandox.se, Property Accountant

ASSET MANAGEMENT
louise.ceder@pandox.se, Property Support
stefan.kornhammar@pandox.se, Property Manager
frederic.sturbois@pandox.com, Property Manager
petter.kristensen@pandox.com, Property Manager
lars.haggstrom@pandox.se, Senior Vice President,
Head of Asset Management
christer.juujarvi@pandox.se, Facility Manager
jan.van.loock@pandox.com, Senior Advisor, Property
therese.blomqvist@pandox.se, Property Support
goran.jedlov@pandox.se, Property Manager
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, go!!!

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
vassilis.syropoulos@pandox.com, Director Demand Management
aldert.schaaphok@pandox.com, Vice President, Operations
cornelia.kausch@pandox.com, Director of Operations Germany
yannik.simonart@pandox.com, Group Controller International
kate.vansteenkiste@pandox.com, Commercial Manager
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44 BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND MANAGEMENT
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AND AUDITORS

CHRISTIAN RINGNES
Chairman.
CEO of Eiendomsspar AS.
Member of the Board of Pandox since 2004.
Other appointments:
Chairman of NSV-Invest AS, Sundt AS, Dermanor AS,
Oslo Flaggfabrikk AS, Mini Bottle Gallery AS and C. Ludens
Ringnes Foundation.
Board member of Schibsted ASA and Thor Corporation AS.

LEIV ASKVIG
CEO of Sundt AS.
Member of the Board of Pandox since 2004.
Other appointments:
Chairman of Aurora LPG Holding AS.
Chairman of Alfarveg AS
Board member of Eiendomsspar AS, Skibs AS Tudor,
Astrup Fearnley AS and Agder OPS Vegselskap AS.
OLAF GAUSLÅ
CFO of Eiendomsspar AS.
Member of the Board of Pandox since 2004.

BENGT KJELL
CEO of AB Handel och Industri.
Member of the Board of Pandox since 1996.
Other appointments:
Chairman of Indutrade AB and Hemfosa Fastigheter AB.
Board member of Höganäs AB, Helsingborgs Dagblad AB,
Swegon AB and Skånska Byggvaror AB.
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CHRISTIAN SUNDT
Board member of Sundt AS.
Member of the Board of Pandox since 2008.
Other appointments:
Owner and chairman of CGS Holding AS.
Board member of Sundt Air Holding AS, Sundt Sepa AS,
Helene Sundt AS, Sundt Air AS, Sundt Eiendom II AS and
Sundt Eiendom I AS.

HELENE SUNDT
Board member of Sundt AS.
Member of the Board of Pandox since 2008.
Other appointments:
Owner and chairperson of Sundt Helene AS.
Chairman of Dronningen Eiendom AS and Lanternen Eiendom AS.
Board member of Sundt Sepa AS, Sundt Christian Gruner
AS, Bergesens Almennyttige Stiftelse and Sundt Air Holding
AS.

MATS WÄPPLING
Member of the Board of Pandox since 2003.
Other appointments:
Board member of SWECO AB,
Vasakronan AB and Besqab AB.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In an international hotel property company such as
Pandox, competence and experience within the following areas are essential: hotel operations and the
hotel market, ﬁnancing, properties and the property
sector, business development, brand strategies, and
development of international companies. The Board of
Directors of Pandox possesses broad experience and
knowledge in these areas.
Rules of Procedure
The Board of Directors has adopted Rules of
Procedure for its work, directives for the Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, as well as management instructions with
regard to reporting. Pandox’ Board of Directors establishes and documents the objectives and strategy of
the Company each year. The Board has also adopted a
ﬁnance policy, an approval policy and guidelines for
decision-making, as well as a speciﬁc strategy regarding acquisitions.
The Board of Directors of Pandox holds four ordinary meetings each year. The meetings follow an
established annual agenda with themes and items
requiring decisions. The meetings review and discuss
the external and internal reporting of operating results,
as well as various business matters. Other items that
are reviewed annually include marketing, strategy and
budget issues. Related material and documentation is
sent to the Board members approximately one week in
advance. The Company’s auditors attend at least one
meeting each year to present a report on their audit
and their review of the Company’s internal control systems.
In addition to their ongoing audit, the Company’s
auditors were also commissioned by the Board during
the year to carry out special reviews of major lease
agreements.

AUDITORS
The task of the auditors is to examine the Company’s
accounts, administration and ﬁnancial information.
The audit results in an Audit Report in which the auditors give an opinion as to whether the annual
accounts and ﬁnancial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Swedish Annual
Accounts Act and generally accepted accounting
principles.
Per Gustafsson
Authorised Public Accountant
KPMG
Willard Möller
Authorised Public Accountant
SET Revisionsbyrå AB

LEGAL STRUCTURE
During 2012, Pandox changed its legal structure and
became a public limited company.
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MANAGEMENT

ANDERS NISSEN
CEO
Employed since 1995.

LIIA NÕU
Senior Vice President,
CFO
Employed since 2007.

NILS LINDBERG
Senior Adviser
Finance & Insurance.
Employed since 1995.

LARS HÄGGSTRÖM
Senior Vice President,
Asset Management.
Employed since 2000.

ERIK HVESSER
Vice President,
Business Area.
Employed since 2006.

ALDERT SCHAAPHOK
Vice President,
Operations.
Employed since 2004.
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HELGE KROGBØL
Vice President,
Business Area.
Employed since 2012.

LEIF KRISTEN OLSEN
Vice President,
Business Area.
Employed since 2010.

JONAS TÖRNER
Head of Business
Control & Intelligence.
Employed since 2005.

HENRIK MOLIN
Vice President,
Business Area.
Employed since 2012.

MR HARRY
Corporate Dog
Employed since 2011.

JOSEFIN BERGQVIST
Senior Analyst,
Business Control & Intelligence.
Employed since 2006.
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First Hotel Twentyseven,
Copenhagen
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The hotel

PROPERTIES
25,000 ROOMS 59 STRATEGIC LOCATIONS 10 COUNTRIES
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Scandic

Scandic is one of northern Europe’s leading
hotel chains with about 160 hotels across eight
countries in the Nordic Region and continental
Europe. Since 1994, Scandic has consciously
worked with environmental issues with the goal
of contributing to a socially and ecologically
sustainable society. Today, more than 120 of
Scandic’s hotels display the Nordic Ecolabel in
shape of a swan.
Pandox and Scandic have a long business
relationship and have maintained close cooperation ever since Pandox was ﬁrst established. Today, Pandox has 57 hotels and one

congress and fair centre under the Scandic
brand name, representing 45 per cent of
revenues in the total Pandox portfolio.
Scandic has two principal product segments – city-centre hotels and highway hotels.
Scandic’s origins are the classic highway
hotels that were designed to offer the motorist
overnight accommodation and associated
facilities. The hotel segment with highway
hotels in strategic locations is now established
across the Nordic Region. The Pandox portfolio contains 29 highway hotels.
The city-centre hotels in Pandox’ portfolio

Scandic

Highway

City centre

Sweden

23

18

Norway
Finland1)
Denmark
Belgium
TOTAL

1
1
3
1
29

1
6
1
1
27

1)

In addition, Pandox owns one congress and fair centre in Finland.

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.
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Resort

are represented by Scandic Park at Karlavägen
and Scandic Hasselbacken at Djurgården
in Stockholm, Scandic Grand Marina and
Scandic Park (former Continental) in Helsinki,
as well as Scandic KNA in Oslo.
Scandic and Pandox are working together
in the Shark project; a major investment
program embracing a total of 38 hotels and
a congress and fair centre in Sweden, Finland
and Norway. In a sub-project named Moby,
Scandic and Pandox are developing the new
generation of highway hotel. Read more about
the joint venture project on pages 32–33.

No. of hotels
41

1

1

2
8
4
2
57

SOME OF THE HOTELS
SCANDIC AND PANDOX
COLLABORATE ON
STOCKHOLM
Hasselbacken
Malmen
Park
Star Sollentuna
HELSINKI
Grand Marina
Park
GOTHENBURG
Crown
Backadal
Mölndal
MALMÖ
Kramer
S:t Jörgen
Segevång
KIRUNA
COPENHAGEN
Copenhagen
Hvidovre
Glostrup
OSLO
KNA
and others
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BRUSSELS
STOCKHOLM
LONDON
HELSINKI

CLARION COLLECTION
OSLO
COPENHAGEN
CLARION
KARLSTAD
ÖSTERSUND
COMFORT
OSLO
BERGEN
QUALITY RESORT
FAGERNES
ØYER
KRISTIANSAND
QUALITY
MOLDE
LINKÖPING
GOTHENBURG
STOCKHOLM
KRISTIANSTAD
SÖDERTÄLJE
LULEÅ and others

Hilton

Hilton is a global hotel company
with American origins. There are
several hotel chains across the
world within the Hilton Group –
Hilton Worldwide. These include
Hilton Hotels & Resorts, Waldorf
Astoria Hotels & Resorts, Conrad
Hotels & Resorts and DoubleTree.
Since 2007 all of the company’s
shares are owned by the American
private-equity company, Blackstone.
Five Hilton hotels in Brussels,
Helsinki, London and Stockholm are
included in Pandox’ portfolio. The
hotels represent over 10 per cent of
revenues in the Pandox portfolio.
Hilton

Country

City

Hilton London Docklands
Hilton Stockholm Slussen
Hilton Brussels City
Hilton Helsinki Kalastajatorppa
Hilton Helsinki Strand

UK
Sweden
Belgium
Finland
Finland

London
Stockholm
Brussels
Helsinki
Helsinki

TOTAL

No. of
rooms
378
289
284
238
190
1,379

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.
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Nordic Choice Hotels

Nordic Choice Hotels is the Nordic Region’s fastest growing hotel
company and is one of Pandox’ largest partners, with a total of 20 hotels
included in the portfolio. The hotels in the Choice family represent close
to 13 per cent of revenues in the Pandox portfolio. The hotel company
embraces ﬁve brands: Clarion Hotels, Clarion Collection, Comfort Hotel,
Quality Hotel and Quality Hotel & Resort. Pandox has all these brands
in its portfolio, with Quality Hotel making up almost half with nine hotels
located in Norway and Sweden.

Nordic Choice Hotels

Country

Clarion Hotel
Clarion Collection
Quality Hotel
Quality Hotel & Resort
Comfort Hotel
TOTAL

Sweden
Norway, Denmark
Norway, Sweden
Norway
Norway

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.
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No. of hotels
3
3
9
3
2
20

InterContinental Hotels Group

InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG) is one of the world’s largest hotel
companies with more than 4,600 hotels in nearly 100 countries. IHG
owns brands such as InterContinental, Crowne Plaza, Holiday Inn and
Hotel Indigo. Most of the company’s hotels are operated in franchise
form. Pandox’ portfolio currently includes ﬁve hotels from the IHG brand
family located in Antwerp, Brussels, Lübeck and Montreal.
InterContinental Montreal was acquired by Pandox in 2007 and
has since been developed and repositioned through a major investment
program including changes in layout, design, management and style. The
hotel has been given a complete new concept with a boutique feel and is
today one of the city’s leading hotels. During the year, conference areas in
the adjacent Nordheimer building have also received a complete makeover to ensure a consistent and updated product. The ﬁve-star hotel is
centrally located and has 357 spacious rooms, including 23 suites.
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IHG

Country

City

Crowne Plaza
Crowne Plaza
Holiday Inn
Holiday Inn
InterContinental
TOTAL

Belgium
Beligum
Belgium
Germany
Canada

Antwerp
Brussels
Brussels
Lübeck
Montreal

No. of rooms
262
354
310
159
357
1,442

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.

Crowne Plaza

The Crowne Plaza brand name is owned and promoted by the InterContinental Hotels Group. Pandox owns two hotel properties operated under
the Crowne Plaza brand name – both located in Belgium.
Crowne Plaza Brussels – Le Palace was acquired in 2003 after which
it underwent a comprehensive investment program. The hotel has since
become one of Brussels’ leading business and meeting hotels, and continues to increase its market share. The hotel is owned and operated by
Pandox under a franchise agreement with IHG.
The Crowne Plaza Antwerp, acquired in 2007, is also owned and
operated by Pandox under a franchise agreement with IHG. The hotel has
262 rooms and is strategically located by Antwerp’s ring road, just 10
minutes from the airport. The Crowne Plaza Antwerp has undergone an
extensive refurbishment program that was completed in the autumn of
2011, and is now one of the city’s leading business and meeting hotels.

Hyatt

Country

City

Hyatt Regency Montreal

Canada

Montreal

Holiday Inn

The Holiday Inn brand name is
owned and marketed by the
InterContinental Hotels Group.
The Pandox portfolio includes two
Holiday Inn hotels. The Holiday
Inn Brussels Airport was acquired
in 2006, when the hotel required
substantial refurbishment and
development. Today, the hotel is a
runner-up in its market adjacent to
Brussels International Airport. The
hotel is owned and operated by
Pandox under a franchise agreement with IHG.
The Holiday Inn Lübeck (former
Scandic) is centrally located and
has 159 rooms. In connection with
the takeover the hotel was also
rebranded and is now run as a
franchise under the InterContinental Hotels Group. See also pages
34–35.

ANTWERP
BRUSSELS
LÜBECK
MONTREAL

No. of rooms
605

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.
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Rezidor Hotel Group

Rezidor Hotel Groups is one of the world’s fastest growing hotel companies. Rezidor has Scandinavian origins, but is now listed on the stock
market and headquartered in Brussels. The hotels in Rezidor’s portfolio
are mainly operated under three key brands – Radisson Blu, Park Inn
by Radisson and Hotel Missoni. Pandox has a longstanding relationship
with Rezidor.
Radisson Blu is a ﬁrst-class hotel brand in the upper segments. Pandox
currently owns seven hotel properties located in Sweden, Norway, Germany and Switzerland that are marketed under the Radisson Blu brand.

STOCKHOLM
MALMÖ
LILLEHAMMER
BODØ
DORTMUND
BREMEN
BASEL
SOLNA

The Park Inn by Radisson brand name is also managed by Rezidor Hotel
Groups. Park Inn by Radisson is an innovative and dynamic medium-class
chain. The number of hotels in the Park Inn by Radisson portfolio has grown
rapidly in recent years, and now embraces more than 140 hotels in the
EMEA region. Pandox’ portfolio has included the hotel property Park Inn
by Radisson Solna since 2011.

Rezidor

Country

City

Radisson Blu Arlandia Hotel
Radisson Blu Hotel, Malmö
Radisson Blu Lillehammer Hotel
Radisson Blu Hotel Bodø
Radisson Blu Hotel, Dortmund
Radisson Blu Hotel Bremen
Radisson Blu Hotel, Basel
Park Inn by Radisson Solna
TOTAL

Sweden
Sweden
Norway
Norway
Germany
Germany
Switzerland
Sweden

Stockholm
Malmö
Lillehammer
Bodø
Dortmund
Bremen
Basel
Stockholm, Solna

No. of rooms
339
229
303
191
190
235
206
247
1,940

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.

Hyatt

Hyatt is an American, listed hotel company with headquarters
in Chicago. The company has eight different brands, including
Pandox’ hotel in Montreal operated under the Hyatt Regency
brand. The Hyatt Regency has a strategically important position in central Montreal, within walking distance to the Palais
des Congrès – Montreal’s exhibition and congress centre.
Pandox acquired the hotel in 2006 and has since developed it in cooperation with Hyatt, ensuring a consistent and
strong market position. During the year, the upper and lowerlobbies were upgraded and redesigned, giving the hotel amore
modern and chic feel.
The hotel, right at the heart of downtown Montreal, has 605
rooms, extensive conference facilities seating 1,000 people, as
well as direct underground access to several points of interest,
shops and the Metro.
Pandox Business Operations Report 2013
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Elite Hotels

Elite Hotels is a privately owned
hotel chain with 27 hotels, and has
specialised in operating classic
hotels. The Pandox portfolio contains the Elite Park Avenue Hotel
on Gothenburg’s most fashionable
avenue and the Elite Stora Hotellet
in Jönköping with a total of
452 rooms.

Elite Hotels

Country

City

Elite Park Avenue Hotel
Elite Stora Hotellet Jönköping
TOTAL

Sweden
Sweden

Gothenburg
Jönköping

No. of rooms
317
135
452

GOTHENBURG
JÖNKÖPING

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.

Rica Hotels

Rica Hotels has nearly 80 hotels
in Norway and Sweden, and
two of the Norwegian hotels are
included in Pandox’ portfolio.
The Rica Hotel Bodø is located
within walking distance of the
town centre of Bodø, the capital
of Nordland. The hotel has 113
rooms, as well as conference
facilities which can accomodate
up to 250 participants.
The Rica Hotel Hamar is a
business and conference hotel
located centrally in Østlandet
with 176 newly renovated rooms
and ﬂexible conference facilities
with place for up to 450 people.

BODØ
HAMAR

Rica Hotels

Country

City

Rica Hotel Bodø
Rica Hotel Hamar
TOTAL

Norge
Norge

Bodø
Hamar

No. of rooms
113
176
289

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.
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STOCKHOLM
BORÅS
HALMSTAD
COPENHAGEN

First Hotels

First Hotels is a Scandinavian hotel chain with 52 centrally
located hotels in 43 selected destinations throughout Sweden,
Norway and Denmark. The Pandox portfolio contains six hotels
under this brand, three in Sweden and three in Denmark.

No. of
rooms

First Hotels

Country

City

First Hotel Royal Star
First Hotel Grand Borås
First Hotel Mårtenson
First Hotel Copenhagen
First Hotel Excelsior
First Hotel Twentyseven
TOTAL

Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark

Stockholm
Borås
Halmstad
Copenhagen
Copenhagen
Copenhagen

103
158
103
215
100
200
879

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.

MORA
VÄXJÖ
VANTAA

Best Western Hotels
Best Western Hotels

Country

City

Best Western Mora Hotell & Spa
Best Western Royal Corner
Best Western Hotel Pilotti
TOTAL

Sweden
Sweden
Finland

Mora
Växjö
Vantaa

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.
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No. of rooms
140
159
112
411

Best Western Hotels is a global hotel chain with operations in 100 countries and more
than 4,000 hotels. The hotels are owned and operated privately, but marketed under
the joint name of Best Western. The Pandox portfolio contains three hotels that are
members of Best Western Hotels. The Best Western Mora Hotell & Spa and the Best
Western Royal Corner in Växjö are two centrally located four-star hotels. The Best
Western Hotel Pilotti is located in Vantaa, Finland, close to Helsinki airport.
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Rantasipi

Restel operates close to 50 hotels
in Finland under several brands,
among them Cumulus and Rantasipi. The Pandox-owned Rantasipi
Imatran Valtion Hotel is a spa hotel,
located in a castle environment,
with generous conference areas
and a complete spa.

Independent
HOTELS

BRUSSELS

Other brand names

Country

City

Omena Hotel Copenhagen
Rantasipi Imatran Valtionhotelli
TOTAL

Danmark
Finland

Copenhagen
Imatra

No. of rooms
223
137
360

See summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.

Omena Hotels

Omena Hotels is a Finnish chain
with a self-service concept in central
locations. All guest rooms are spacious and accommodate up to four
people. The chain has 14 hotels
across Finland, Sweden and
Denmark. The Pandox-owned
Omena Hotel Copenhagen is
centrally located in Copenhagen
with 223 rooms.

Hotel BLOOM!

Pandox acquired Hotel BLOOM! in 2005, and since 2007 it has been refurbished and undergone a complete face lift. Today, the Hotel BLOOM!
is a unique hotel product with its own concept based on art and design.
With 305 rooms and large conference facilities in the city centre, it is a
distinct challenger in the Brussels hotel market where it competes with
all the major chains. The success of the concept has been confirmed by
TripAdvisor’s prestigious annual award, based on guest reviews. Hotel
BLOOM! is both owned and operated by Pandox.
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Independent hotels

Country

City

Pelican Bay
The Hotel Brussels
Hotel BLOOM!
Airport Hotel Bonus Inn
Hotel Korpilampi
Hotel Berlin, Berlin
Vildmarkshotellet Kolmården
Mr Chip, Kista
Stadshotellet Princess Sandviken
TOTAL

Bahamas
Belgium
Belgium
Finland
Finland
Germany
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden

Lucaya
Brussels
Brussels
Vantaa
Espoo
Berlin
Norrköping
Stockholm
Sandviken

No. of rooms
186
421
305
211
151
701
213
150
84
2,422

See the summary list on pages 64–67 for more information.

The Hotel Brussels

The Hotel Brussels was acquired in 2010 and is one of
Brussels’ largest, most central and well-known hotels.
After a major two-year project which included extensive refurbishment and repositioning, The Hotel, on
the Boulevard de Waterloo in Brussels, is now the
premium landmark hotel of the European capital. The
hotel has undergone comprehensive refurbishment,
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with redesigned rooms, corridors, restaurants, bar,
lobby and public areas. The meeting and conference
areas were also expanded and upgraded and the
27-storey building has been equipped with a new
urban spa and fitness centre, modern energy systems and a more streamlined layout.
The Hotel Brussels is both owned and operated
by Pandox. Read more on pages 28–29.
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BERLIN

Hotel Berlin, Berlin

Since the acquisition of the hotel in 2006, Pandox has created the meeting place of the future in one of Berlin’s largest hotels. A comprehensive
re-profiling programme has brought the Hotel Berlin, Berlin back to the
top. It is now established as one of the leading meeting hotels and is one
of Berlin’s most creative meeting places. The hotel has 701 guest rooms
and 22 conference rooms, as well as several restaurants and bars. The
hotel is both owned and operated by Pandox.

BAHAMAS

Pelican Bay

The Pelican Bay Hotel is located in
the beautiful Bahamas, on Grand
Bahama Island. The hotel has been
repositioned since Pandox took
over the management agreement,
and is now one of the leading
business and meeting hotels in the
Bahamas. Pandox has an asset
management agreement for the
hotel and is responsible for operations. The hotel has 186 rooms.
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Vildmarkshotellet

Vildmarkshotellet is one of Sweden’s
best-known holiday resorts. The hotel
is located outside Norrköping, about
150 kilometres from Stockholm, close
to Scandinavia’s largest wildlife park,
Kolmården. The hotel has 213 rooms,
of which most are family-adapted,
extensive conference facilities with
capacity for 370 persons in the largest
room, a large restaurant and a lobby
bar. A new family spa centre was completed in 2010 with waterway, relaxation areas and treatment room.

Mr Chip, Kista

Mr Chip, Kista is strategically
located in central Kista, one of
Stockholm’s most expansive areas
that is also the centre for leading
companies within the IT and telecom sectors. The hotel has 150
rooms, conference facilities, bar
and restaurant and is oriented
towards business travellers.
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Airport Hotel Bonus Inn,
Vantaa

The Airport Hotel Bonus Inn
has 211 rooms and is located
just 5 minutes’ drive from
Helsinki-Vantaa airport and
30 minutes from the Helsinki
railway station. The hotel is
located next to the Leija Business Park, shopping and a
leisure centre.

Hotel Korpilampi, Espo

Hotel Korpilampi is located in
Espo, less than half an hour’s
drive from the centre of Helsinki and from the airport. The
hotel has 151 rooms, 17 conference rooms, a restaurant
and bath and sauna facilities.
The Hotel is both owned and
operated by Pandox.

Stadshotellet Princess,
Sandviken

The Stadshotellet Princess,
Sandviken is located right in
the centre of Sandviken with
84 rooms, conference room
with a capacity for up to 80
people, a restaurant, and spa.
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Portfolio*)

Operator/Brand

Type of lease1)

Country

Town/city

Situation

Best Western Mora Hotell & Spa

Norgani

Private/Best Western

OG

Sweden

Mora

City centre

Best Western Royal Corner, Växjö

Norgani

Private/Best Western

OG

Sweden

Växjö

City centre

Best Western Hotel Pilotti, Vantaa

Norgani

Private/Best Western

OG

Finland

Vantaa

Airport

Clarion Collection Hotel Mayfair, Copenhagen

Norgani

First Hotels/Clarion Collection Hotel

O

Denmark

Copenhagen

City centre

Clarion Collection Hotel Arcticus, Harstad

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Clarion Collection Hotel

O

Norway

Harstad

Ring road

Clarion Collection Hotel Bastion, Oslo

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Clarion Collection Hotel

O

Norway

Oslo

City centre

Comfort Hotel Holberg, Bergen

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Comfort Hotel

O

Norway

Bergen

City centre

Comfort Hotel Børsparken, Oslo

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Comfort Hotel

O

Norway

Oslo

City centre
City centre

Name and location
Best Western

Nordic Choice Hotels

Quality Hotel Alexandra, Molde

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

O

Norway

Molde

Quality Hotel & Resort Fagernes

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel & Resort

O

Norway

Fagernes

Ring road

Quality Hotel & Resort Kristiansand

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel & Resort

O

Norway

Kristiansand

Ring road

Quality Hotel & Resort Hafjel, Øyer

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel & Resort

O

Norway

Øyer

City centre

Clarion Hotel Grand, Helsingborg

Pandox

Choice Hotels/Clarion Hotel

OG

Sweden

Helsingborg

City centre

Clarion Hotel Grand, Östersund

Pandox

Choice Hotels/Clarion Hotel

OG

Sweden

Östersund

City centre

Clarion Hotel Plaza, Karlstad

Pandox

Private/Clarion Hotel

OG

Sweden

Karlstad

City centre

Quality Hotel Winn, Gothenburg

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Gothenburg

Ring road

Quality Hotel Grand Kristianstad

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Kristianstad

City centre

Quality Hotel Ekoxen, Linköping

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Linköping

City centre

Quality Hotel Luleå

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Luleå

City centre

Quality Hotel Prisma, Skövde

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Skövde

City centre

Quality Hotel Prince Phillip, Stockholm

Norgani

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Quality Hotel, Nacka

Pandox

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Quality Hotel Park, Södertälje

Pandox

Choice Hotels/Quality Hotel

OG

Sweden

Södertälje

City centre

Crowne Plaza
Crowne Plaza Antwerp

Pandox

Pandox/Crowne Plaza

FR

Belgium

Antwerp

City centre

Crowne Plaza Brussels - Le Palace

Pandox

Pandox/Crowne Plaza

FR

Belgium

Brussels

City centre

Elite Stora Hotellet, Jönköping

Pandox

Elite Hotels

OG

Sweden

Jönköping

City centre

Elite Park Avenue Hotel, Gothenburg

Pandox

Elite Hotels

OG

Sweden

Gothenburg

City centre

Elite

First
First Hotel Copenhagen

Norgani

Pandox/First Hotels

FR

Denmark

Copenhagen

Conference/Airport

First HotelTwentyseven, Copenhagen

Pandox

First Hotel

OG

Denmark

Copenhagen

City centre

First Hotel Excelsior, Copenhagen

Norgani

First Hotel

FR

Denmark

Copenhagen

City centre

First Hotel Grand, Borås

Pandox

Private/First Hotels

OG

Sweden

Borås

City centre

First Hotel Mårtenson, Halmstad

Norgani

First Hotels

OG

Sweden

Halmstad

City centre

First Hotel Royal Star, Stockholm

Norgani

Private/First Hotels

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Exhibition centre

Hilton
Hilton Brussels City centre

Pandox

Pandox/Hilton

M

Belgium

Brussels

City centre

Hilton Helsinki Kalastajatorppa

Norgani

Hilton

OG

Finland

Helsingfors

Ring road

Hilton Helsinki Strand

Norgani

Scandic/Hilton

OG

Finland

Helsingfors

City centre

Hilton London Docklands*

Pandox

Hilton

O

UK

London

City centre

Hilton Stockholm Slussen

Pandox

Hilton

O

Sweden

Stockholm

City centre

Holiday Inn Brussels Airport

Pandox

Pandox/Holiday Inn

FR

Belgium

Brussels

Airport

Holiday Inn Lübeck

Pandox

Pandox/Holiday Inn

FR

Germany

Lübeck

Ring road

Pandox

Pandox/Hyatt Hotels

M

Canada

Montreal

City centre

Pandox

Pandox/InterContinental

M

Canada

Montreal

City centre

Radisson Blu Hotel Bodø

Norgani

Rezidor/Radisson Blu

O

Norway

Bodø

City centre

Radisson Blu Lillehammer Hotel

Norgani

Private/Radisson Blu

O

Norway

Lillehammer

City centre

Radisson Blu Hotel, Basel

Pandox

Rezidor/Radisson Blu

OG

Switzerland

Basel

City centre

Radisson Blu Dortmund

Pandox

Pandox/Radisson Blu

FR

Germany

Dortmund

Exhibition centre

Radisson Blu Bremen

Pandox

Pandox/Radisson Blu

FR

Germany

Bremen

City centre

Holiday Inn

Hyatt
Hyatt Regency, Montreal
InterContinental
InterContinental Montreal
Rezidor (Park Inn by Radisson/Radison Blu)

Park Inn by Radisson Solna

Pandox

Rezidor/Park Inn by Radisson

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

City centre

Radisson Blu Arlandia Hotel, Arlanda

Pandox

Rezidor/Radisson Blu

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Airport

Radisson Blu Hotel, Malmö

Pandox

Rezidor/Radisson Blu

OG

Sweden

Malmö

City centre

Norgani

Restel/Rantasipi

OG

Finland

Imatra

City centre

Rantasipi
Rantasipi Imatran Valtionhotelli
Rica Hotels
Rica Hotel Bodø

Norgani

Rica

O

Norway

Bodø

City centre

Rica Hotel Hamar

Norgani

Rica

O

Norway

Hamar

City centre

1)

O = Revenue-based, OG = Revenue-based with guaranteed rent, OR = Revenue and result-based, R = Result-based,
F = Fixed, IO = International revenue-based, M = Management agreement, FR = Franchise, AM = Asset Management agreement
Operated by Pandox
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No. of rooms 2013

Total surface (m2)

Of which hotel (m2)

Property designation

140

9,161

7,670

Stranden 37:3

159

7,112

6,888

Elden Södra 17

112

3,068

3,068

92-51-317-1

106

3,805

3,805

Matr.nr 214

75

3,540

3,443

Gnr 61 Bnr 331, Snr 12- 22

99

4,688

4,688

Grnr 207 Bnr 262 og 265

149

5,720

5,720

Gnr 165 Bnr 1083 Snr 1 og 2

248

7,374

7,274

Gnr 207 Bnr 343 og 344

165

17,421

17,033

Gnr 24 Bnr 812, 815 og 1312

139

10,310

10,310

Gnr22 Bnr 177, Gnr 25 Bnr 4, 96, 97, 259 og Gnr 26 Bnr 5

210

9,940

7,075

Gnr 63 Bnr 760, 822 og 823

210

9,540

9,540

Gnr 17 Bnr 25

158

8,555

7,135

Högvakten 8

176

8,766

8,766

Borgens 6

131

5,907

5,907

Höken 1

121

5,800

5,800

Backa 149:l & 866:397

137

7,524

7,075

Hovrätten 41
Ekoxen 9 & 11

190

14,671

12,221

218

12,166

12,166

Tjädern 19

107

3,687

3,687

Liljekonvaljen 14

208

7,400

7,400

Måsholmen 25

164

10,830

8,090

Sicklaön 363:2

157

10,292

10,110

Herkules 13

262

18,340

16,780

–

354

28,095

28,095

135

11,378

9,379

Alhambra 1

317

21,998

21,998

Lorensberg 28:4

215

9,500

9,500

Matr. Nr 406 Kgs Enghave

Sweden
Number of hotels
66
Number of rooms
12,298
Property revenues, SEK M
895

Proportion
of total number
of rooms

49%

Rest of Nordic Region
Number of hotels*
Number of rooms
Property revenues, SEK M

37
7,413
542

Proportion
of total number
of rooms

*In addition, one congress and fair centre. 30%

Other Europe
Number of hotels
Number of rooms
Property revenues, SEK M

14
4,108
275

Proportion
of total number
of rooms

16%

200

7,568

7,568

169 Vester Kvarter København

100

3,600

3,600

Matr.nr 212-213 seksjon 1–2

158

9,593

9,365

Prometeus 3

103

6,657

6,350

Gillestugan 1

103

4,900

4,900

Herrgården 2

284

13,850

13,850

Saint-Josseten-Noode (1div) 032

238

23,291

23,291

91-30-1-5,91-30-3-2-LI

190

10,250

10,250

91-11-300-7

378

22,800

21,500

HM Land Registry: SGL465779

289

18,416

15,725

Överkikaren 31

310

21,072

21,072

–

159

9,700

8,800

Grundbuch Lübeck, Blatt 54545

605

44,148

29,000

–

357

31,091

31,091

–

191

15,546

13,064

Gnr 138 Bnr 3502

303

18,000

18,000

Gnr 59 Bnr 103, 104, 138, 275, 432, 434 og 468

206

17,800

17,000

–

190

12,500

11,300

Grundbuch Dortmund, Blatt 897

235

21,000

15,100

Grundbuch Altstadt IV, Blatt 60

247

12,585

11,316

Del av Banken 9 och Banken 10

339

15,260

15,260

Benstocken 1:5

229

18,969

18,969

Carolus 33

137

10,097

10,097

153-12-1-1
Gnr.138 Bnr 2189 og 2247

113

8,381

7,981

Gnr.138 Bnr 2189 og 2247

176

9,250

9,250

Gnr 790 Bnr 228 Snr 2
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Pandox market segment

International
Number of hotels
Number of rooms
Property revenues, SEK M

3
1,148
41

Proportion
of total number
of rooms

5%

Proportion
Pandox own hotel operations
of total number
Number of hotels
15
of rooms
Number of rooms
4,735
Property revenues, SEK M 1,308
Operating net, SEK M
223
19%

*) Ownership Pandox | Norgani

Since December 2013, Pandox holds
sole ownership of all hotels in both
the Pandox and Norgani portfolio
except for one which is managed on
behalf of one of Pandox’ owners.
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Portfolio*)

Operator/Brand

Type of lease1)

Country

Town/city

Situation

Scandic Antwerpen, Antwerp

Pandox

Scandic

O

Belgium

Antwerp

Ring road

Scandic Grand Place, Brussels

Pandox

Scandic

O

Belgium

Brussels

City centre

Scandic Kolding

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Denmark

Kolding

Ring road

Scandic Hvidovre

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Denmark

Copenhagen

Ring road

Scandic Glostrup

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Denmark

Copenhagen

Ring road

Scandic Copenhagen

Pandox

Scandic

O

Denmark

Copenhagen

City centre

Scandic Park, Helsinki**

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Helsinki

City centre

Scandic Esbo

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Esbo

Ring road

Scandic Grand Marina, Helsinki

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Helsinki

City centre

Scandic Jyväskylä

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Jyväskylä

City centre

Scandic Kajanus, Kajaani

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Kajaani

Exhibition centre

Scandic Kuopio

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Kuopio

City centre

Scandic Marina Congress Center, Helsinki

Norgani

Scandic

O

Finland

Helsinki

City centre

Scandic Rosendahl

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Tampere

City centre

Scandic Tampere City centre

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Finland

Tampere

City centre

Scandic Bergen Airport

Norgani

Scandic

O

Norway

Bergen

Airport

Scandic KNA, Oslo

Norgani

Scandic

O

Norway

Oslo

City centre

Scandic Alvik, Stockholm

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Scandic Backadal, Gothenburg

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Gothenburg

Ring road

Scandic Billingen, Skövde

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Skövde

City centre

Scandic Bollnäs

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Bollnäs

City centre

Scandic Crown, Gothenburg

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Gothenburg

City centre

Scandic Elmia, Jönköping

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Jönköping

Exhibition centre

Scandic Ferrum, Kiruna

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Kiruna

City centre

Scandic Grand, Örebro

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Örebro

City centre

Scandic Gävle Väst

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Gävle

Ring road

Name and location
Scandic

Scandic Hallandia, Halmstad

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Halmstad

City centre

Scandic Hasselbacken, Stockholm

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

City centre

Scandic Helsingborg Nord

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Helsingborg

Ring road

Scandic Järva Krog, Stockholm

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Scandic Kalmar Väst

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Kalmar

Airport

Scandic Klarälven, Karlstad

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Karlstad

Ring road

Scandic Kramer, Malmö

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Malmö

City centre

Scandic Kungens Kurva, Stockholm

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Scandic Linköping Väst

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Linköping

Ring road

Scandic Luleå

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Luleå

Ring road

Scandic Malmen, Stockholm

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

City centre

Scandic Mölndal, Gothenburg

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Gothenburg

City centre

Scandic Norrköping Nord

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Norrköping

Ring road

Scandic Park, Stockholm

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Stockholm

City centre

Scandic Plaza, Borås

Pandox

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Borås

City centre

Scandic S:t Jörgen, Malmö

Pandox

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Malmö

City centre

Scandic Segevång, Malmö

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Malmö

Ring road

Scandic Skogshöjd, Södertälje

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Södertälje

City centre

Scandic Star Sollentuna

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Scandic Star, Lund

Pandox

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Lund

City centre

Scandic Sundsvall Nord

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Sundsvall

Ring road

Scandic Swania, Trollhättan

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Trollhättan

City centre

Scandic Södertälje

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Södertälje

Ring road

Scandic Umeå Syd

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Umeå

Ring road

Scandic Uplandia, Uppsala

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Uppsala

City centre

Scandic Upplands Väsby

Pandox

Scandic

O

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Scandic Uppsala Nord

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Uppsala

Ring road

Scandic Winn, Karlstad

Pandox

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Karlstad

City centre

Scandic Västerås

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Västerås

Ring road

Scandic Växjö

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Växjö

Ring road

Scandic Örebro Väst

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Örebro

Ring road

Scandic Östersund Syd

Norgani

Scandic

OG

Sweden

Östersund

Ring road

Norgani

Omena Hotels

OG

Denmark

Copenhagen

City centre

Omena
Omena Hotel Copenhagen
Independent hotels
Pelican Bay, Lucaya, Grand Bahama Island

Pandox

Sundt GB Management&Pandox/Independent

AM

Bahamas

Lucaya

Resort

Hotel BLOOM!, Brussels

Pandox

Pandox/Independent

IO

Belgium

Brussels

City centre

The Hotel, Brussels

Pandox

Pandox/Independent

IO

Belgium

Brussels

City centre

Airport Hotel Bonus Inn, Vantaa

Norgani

Private

OG

Finland

Vantaa

Airport

Hotel Korpilampi, Esbo

Norgani

Pandox/Independent

IO

Finland

Esbo

Ring road

Mr Chip Hotel, Kista

Pandox

Private

OG

Sweden

Stockholm

Ring road

Vildmarkshotellet, Kolmården

Pandox

Private

OG

Sweden

Norrköping

Resort

Stadshotellet Princess, Sandviken

Norgani

Private

OG

Sweden

Sandviken

City centre

Hotel Berlin, Berlin

Pandox

Pandox/Independent

IO

Germany

Berlin

City centre

1)

O = Revenue-based, OG = Revenue-based with guaranteed rent, OR = Revenue and result-based, R = Result-based,
F = Fixed, IO = International revenue-based, M = Management agreement, FR = Franchise, AM = Asset Management agreement
Operated by Pandox
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No. of rooms 2013

Total surface (m2)

Of which hotel (m2)

Property designation
24th div, Borgerhout 1st div, Ar

204

13,200

13,200

100

4,500

4,500

–

186

10,472

10,472

Matr. Nr 11Æ Bramdrup by

207

9,005

9,005

Matr. Nr 223-A mﬂ. Avedøvre by

120

5,767

5,767

Matr. Nr 204, Brøndbyøster

486

31,500

25,200

99943-2

523

30,000

30,000

91-14-468-3

96

5,245

5,245

49-54-17-7

462

23,660

23,660

91-8-187-8
179-3-52-23

150

7,360

7,360

181

10,468

10,468

205-14-7-5

137

7,113

7,113

297-1-41-6-LI

0

11,500

0

–

213

14,662

14,662

837-134-495-1-LI
837-112-187-35,837-112-187-37

263

14,457

13,705

199

9,654

9,654

Gnr 114 Bnr 213

224

11,218

11,218

Gnr 209 Bnr 275

324

12,075

12,075

Racketen 9

236

9,397

9,397

Backa 105:1

124

7,743

7,194

Fjolner 7

114

5,150

5,150

Sundsbro 10
Stampen 5:5

338

24,380

21,800

287

11,230

11,230

Åminne 1

171

11,100

11,100

Hovmästaren 1

221

12,900

10,900

Mältaren 1

200

7,382

7,382

Valbo-Backa 6:12

156

7,617

6,813

Erik Dahlberg 14 & 15

113

10,025

10,025

Hasselbacken 1

237

9,399

9,399

Floretten 1

215

11,300

11,300

Tanken 2

148

5,485

5,485

Hammaren 4
Sandbäcken 1:3

146

5,694

5,694

113

6,913

6,373

Gripen 1

257

11,581

9,456

Radien 1

150

6,105

6,105

Osten 2

160

5,565

5,565

Mjölkudden 3:45

332

15,130

15,130

Gråberget 29

208

11,000

11,000

Laken 1

150

6,768

6,768

Blyet 8

201

12,290

10,290

Lönnen 30

169

10,592

7,961

Balder 6

288

21,485

14,655

S:t Jörgen 11
Kirseberg 14:95

166

6,284

6,284

225

14,115

14,115

Yxan 8

269

18,573

18,573

Centrum 12

196

15,711

15,711

Porfyren 2

159

4,948

4,948

Värdshuset 1

201

10,399

10,399

Svan 7

131

5,630

5,630

Reparatören 2

161

5,955

5,955

Reparatören 4

133

5,402

5,275

Dragarbrunn 16:4

156

6,955

6,955

Vilunda 6:48

184

7,518

6,486

Kvarngärdet 3:2
Tingvallastaden 3:2

199

10,580

10,580

174

7,285

7,285

Sågen 1

123

3,982

3,982

Kocken 3

204

7,621

7,621

Vindmotorn 2

129

4,019

4,019

Särrimner 1

223

8,000

7,300

Matr.nr 89
Gnr.138 Bnr 2189 og 2247

186

7,983

7,983

–

305

23,445

23,445

–

421

33,000

33,000

–

211

8,414

8,414

92-51-203-4

151

9,777

9,777

49-429-3-216

150

5,517

5,517

Knarrarnäs 7

213

10,300

10,300

Marmorbrottet 1:18

84

7,003

4,890

Grillen 8

701

41,093

41,093

–
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Hotel BLOOM!, Brussels

*) Ownership Pandox | Norgani

Since December 2013, Pandox holds
sole ownership of all hotels in both
the Pandox and Norgani portfolio
except for one which is managed on
behalf of one of Pandox’ owners.
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Hotel BLOOM!, Brussels
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WELL-WEIGHTED RISK PROFILE
Financial policy
The basic objective of Pandox’ ﬁnancial operations is to achieve the lowest possible ﬁnancing
costs while simultaneously limiting the risks related to interest rates, foreign currencies and borrowings. The interest rate risk is the risk that
changes in interest rate levels which could negatively affect the Group’s results. Currency risk is
the risk that the Group’s balance sheet and
income statement which could be negatively
affected by changes in the value of the Swedish
krona. Finally, the borrowing risk is the risk that
external ﬁnancing may become more difﬁcult
to ﬁnd.

majority part of its exposure by raising loans in the
local currency of each respective country and by
hedging with appropriate currency hedging
instruments.
Methodology and systems
Pandox has developed and implemented systems
and procedures to enable the continuous monitoring and reporting of interest rate risk trends.
Financing strategy
In order to gain ﬂexibility and administrative
beneﬁts, Pandox has centralised when possible
all borrowing in the Parent Company. The objective is to work with long-term framework agreements that provide scope for borrowing with
varying maturities and ﬁxed margins. Derivative
instruments such as swaps are preferably used
for the extension of ﬁxed interest rate periods.

Interest rate risk/interest rate strategy
Pandox’ basic objective is that interest rate exposure shall be adapted so that increased costs as
a result of reasonable changes in interest rates
shall be compensated by higher revenue. The
interest rate risk must therefore be limited through
contracting periods of varying lengths with the
aim of creating an optimal due date structure and
ﬁxed interest periods. The long term objective is
that the average ﬁxed interest period be matched
with the average point in time when rental revenues, based on underlying leases, are estimated
to be affected by a change in interest rates. Interest swaps are mainly used for extension of ﬁxed
interest rate periods.

Capital structure
The objective for the Group’s capital structure is
that the equity/asset ratio long term should meet
internal and external ﬁnancial strength requirements in order to enable continued expansion.

cing of hotel properties is raised in each respective local currency in accordance with the ﬁnancial policy. The Group’s liquid funds amounted to
SEK 588.6 M (287.2). In addition, there was an
unutilised credit facility of SEK 676.9 M.
Equity capital
The Group’s equity capital as per the balance
sheet at 31 December 2013 amounted to SEK
5,236.9 M of which SEK 613.1 M was restricted
equity and SEK 4,623.8 M unrestricted equity.
The Pandox Group’s cash ﬂow from current
operations, including 50 per cent of Norgani’s
cash ﬂow during the ﬁrst eleventh months,
amounted to SEK 639.7 M.
Working capital
Pandox receives rental revenue in advance and
pays most of its operating costs and interest
expense in arrears while hotel operations normally receive revenues in arrears. Altogether the
Group normally has a relatively small working
capital to ﬁnance.

Financing
As of 31 December, the Pandox Group’s interest
bearing liabilities amounted to SEK 14,562.9 M
(7,991.3). The loan portfolio has a spread duedate structure with an average ﬁxed-capital
period of 4.7 years is without ﬁnancial covenants
and has an average ﬁxed-interest period of 4.0
years (4.0). The average interest rate on loans at
31 December was 3.9 per cent (3.5). The ﬁnan-

Currency risk/currency risk strategy
Pandox is exposed to currency risks due to certain of the Group’s assets being denominated in
foreign currencies. Pandox’ policy is to hedge the

INTEREST STRUCTURE1), SEK M

Year due
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019 and later
Total
Share, %
Average interest rate, %
Average interest rate period, years
1)
2)

Converted to SEK.
Average interest rate in per cent.
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SEK

DKK

EUR

GBP

CHF

CAD

NOK

Total

Share,%

Interest, %2)

1,570.8
225.0
380.0
200.0
250.0
3,725.0
6,350.8

572.8
119.9
–
–
–
613.0
1,305.7

1,189.6
594.7
447.1
241.5
223.6
1,779.6
4,476.1

382.1
–
–
–
–
–
382.1

85.3
131.3
–
–
–
–
216.6

201.4
–
–
223.1
–
–
424.5

507.8
251.3
251.3
185.1
211.6
–
1,407.1

4,509.8
1,322.2
1,078.4
849.7
685.2
6,117.6
14,562.9

31.0
9.1
7.4
5.8
4.7
42.0
100.0

3.5
4.6
4.6
4.9
5.3
3.8
3.9

44
4.0
5.1

9
2.9
4.0

31
4.0
3.9

3
1.8
0.1

1
3.2
0.7

2
4.0
1.9

10
5.2
1.9

100
3.9
4.0

–
–
–

–
–
–

FACTORS THAT AFFECT PANDOX
Pandox’ operations and proﬁtability are
affected by a number of factors, of which
the most important are described below.
The hotel market
The development of Pandox’ earnings and the
value of its hotel properties are dependent upon
trends within the hotel market, which in turn
closely follow general economic developments.
Business travel and conference activities
normally increase during periods of high economic activity, while there is a corresponding
decrease during periods of low economic activity. There is, in other words, a strong connection between economic trends (GDP) and trends
within the hotel market. Developments of GDP
can be closely monitored, whereas factors that
inﬂuence local hotel markets are signiﬁcantly
more complex. The most important inﬂuential
factors are local economic conditions, the proportion of new hotel capacity in the market, how
well developed a market is concerning brand
names and segments, currency ﬂuctuations,
and the occurence of extraordinary events.
New capacity
New capacity introduced to the market implies
an increased risk for local players. Depending on
how fast demand is growing, the expansion of
local room capacity through the construction of
new hotels may lead to a rapid negative inﬂuence on occupancy rates and average prices.
To deal with this risk, Pandox has developed an
information system that continually monitors
planned new constructions within its market
areas, and thus enabling Pandox to be prepared
and proactive.
Agreement structure
Pandox has a large proportion of variable leases,
representing 94 per cent of total rental revenue
in 2013 for Pandox wholly owned properties.
Approximately 60 per cent of variable leases
contained a guaranteed rent, meaning that 34
per cent of rental revenues were fully variable
downwards. As a consequence, a change in the
occupancy rate and the average room revenue
affects Pandox very differently, depending on the
direction of change.
The choice of agreement is made to optimise the distribution of cash ﬂow between
Pandox and the operator so that both parties
are motivated to continuously increase the hotel
property’s overall proﬁtability. Factors that may

InterContinental, Montreal

inﬂuence risks associated with variable leases
are the hotel property’s location, market segment
and brand name/operator. Pandox’ strategy is to
operate in a selected market segment which, in
combination with its hotel market expertise and
systems, limits the agreement risk.

names, reduces both the operative and ﬁnancial
risks. Pandox’ largest tenants in terms of revenue
are Scandic, Nordic Choice Hotels, Hilton, Rezidor,
Elite Hotels, InterContinental Hotels Group and
First Hotels, which together accounted for 88 per
cent of all rental revenue in 2013.

Partners
Pandox’ agreement structure, with a large proportion of variable leases, means that the Company is
more dependent on the individual tenant/
operator’s business than other property companies. The Company’s strategy to actively cooperate with the market’s most competitive and
powerful operators with well established brand

Leasing level
The leasing level in Pandox’ wholly owned portfolio as of 31 December was 99.8 per cent.
Vacant space amounting to 4,090 sqm consisted
entirely of store and ofﬁce premises.
If for any reason a hotel operator should choose
to terminate its lease agreement, Pandox may either
select a new suitable operator as tenant or operate
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the hotel under its own management. With
Pandox’ specialist expertise in the hotel sector,
the risk of vacant hotel space must be seen as
extremely low.
For other commercial space, which represents approximately 6.0 per cent of total space
in the Company’s properties, Pandox is exposed
to the same ﬂuctuations in supply and demand
for premises as other property owners.
Changed risk proﬁle
Historically, the hotel industry and hotel property
sector have always been associated with high
risk. However, in recent years the market has
changed signiﬁcantly. Owners have become
more professional with restructured companies
and focused strategies, with a greater holistic
view and specialised expertise. Reports from
public companies have substantially improved
transparency within the industry. The proportion
of established strong brand names with efﬁcient
operations has increased. For streamlined companies who combines active ownership with
own expertise in hotel operations, hotel properties and business development, and who are
active owners, the potential risk is considerably
lower than it has been historically.

Decisions by public authorities
The hotel market can be affected by decisions
made by public authorities. Two examples of
such decisions are; changes in taxation related
to claims for travel expenses or rules concerning
value added tax, both in general and for the
hotel and restaurant industry in particular.
Property tax
Property tax on Pandox’ Swedish properties
amounts to 1.0 per cent of the tax assessment
value. Changes in the tax rate or in the tax
assessment value affect Pandox’ earnings.
However, an increase only has a limited impact on
the earnings because many lease agreements are
formulated so that the property tax cost is passed
on to the tenant. Property tax on properties outside of Sweden is generally less than one per cent
of the book value. About 64 per cent of property
tax costs were passed on to tenants in 2013,
which means that the net effect on Pandox’
earnings amounted to SEK 19.4 M.

pality that normally owns the land receives what
is deemed to be a reasonable real rate of interest
on the estimated market value of the land in
question. Site leasehold rents generally run for
periods of 10 to 20 years.
Interest rates
Interest expense is Pandox’ largest single cost
item. As a result, ﬂuctuations in interest rates will
have a large impact on Pandox’ earnings. In
order to limit the ﬁnancial risk, the Company’s
average ﬁxed interest period is 4.0 years which
means that the full effect of a change in interest
rates is not felt by Pandox until after this period.
Currency risk
Pandox’ policy is to hedge the major part of its
currency exposure, including shareholders’
equity, by ﬁnancing properties in local currencies
and by hedging through means of appropriate
currency instruments. Transaction exposure is
limited as revenue and costs are usually in the
same currency.

Site leasehold rents
In the wholly owned portfolio as of 31 December
2013, Pandox held 20 properties via site leasehold rights. Rents on these properties are currently calculated in such a manner that a munici-

InterContinental, Montreal
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HOTEL PROPERTY PORTFOLIO VALUE
The valuation of hotel properties with their
speciﬁc characteristics demands extensive
knowledge and expertise of the hotel market and hotel operations.
Cash ﬂow valuation
Pandox continuously evaluates all of its hotel
properties using a valuation model based on the
properties’ cash ﬂow which is adapted to the
speciﬁc characteristics of the hotel industry.
The cash ﬂow calculation is built up from the
ground up, with the property operator’s income
statement as the starting point. This statement
is, in turn, based on assumptions of how the
underlying hotel market will develop in terms of
occupancy and average rates, as well as on how
each speciﬁc operator’s respective key ratios
and ﬁgures will develop. The operating com-

pany’s results and forecasts, together with the
formulation of the agreement, provide underlying
data to estimate revenues, which subsequently
constitute the basis of the cash ﬂow calculation.
The value calculated is the net present value of
the next ten years’ cash ﬂow, plus the net present value of the hotel properties’ residual value
at the end of the ten years.
The valuation model is based on the following assumptions:
• Changes in rental revenue during the calculation period are based on the formulation of
individual agreements and on underlying factors.
• Inﬂation is assumed to amount to an average
of 2.0 per cent annually during the calculation period.

•
•

Operating costs are assumed to increase in
line with inﬂation.
The rate of interest used in the calculation is
based on the real interest rate plus a risk premium based on location, lease, and form of
ownership.

An internal valuation of Pandox’ wholly owned
hotel properties in accordance with this method
resulted in a total value as of December 2012
that substantially exceeds the book value. In
accordance with current accounting principles,
each individual property’s recovery value was
reconciled with its book value, further to which it
was noted that no write downs were necessary.

THE COMPANY’S TAX SITUATION
The Pandox Group’s property holdings are
reported for accounting purposes as ﬁxed
assets. The consolidated book value as of
31 December 2013 amounted to SEK
19,045.2 M excluding equipment, of which
the consolidated surplus values amounted
to SEK 4,644.0 M.
Accounting of deferred tax
Pandox applies the Swedish Accounting Standards Board’s general recommendation on
income tax accounting (BFNAR 2001:1). In
short, the recommendation implies that both
deferred tax liabilities and tax claims are to be
included in the ﬁnancial statements and that any
changes will affect the income statement as
deferred tax.
Pandox’ consolidated balance sheet as of
31 December 2013 includes a deferred tax liability in the net amount of SEK 410.7 M corresponding to the difference between a deferred tax liability of SEK 1,039.7 M and a deferred tax claim
of SEK 629.0 M. The deferred tax liability refers
mainly to the estimated deferred tax based on
the difference between the properties’ consoli-

dated book value and the ﬁscal residual value of
each respective legal unit. The difference in value
has arisen as an effect of surplus value upon
acquisitions of property in companies, known as
pure intrinsic acquisitions, as well as ﬁscal
depreciation that exceeds book depreciation.
Tax deduction for annual depreciation of properties has normally been made at the rate of 3 to 5
per cent of a property’s acquisition cost. As a
result, the amount of ﬁscal depreciation exceeds
that of book depreciation, and the difference
between the book value and the ﬁscal value of a
property increases year on year. The deferred
tax liability generated by asset acquisitions has
been calculated using the present value method
based on the shortest period of ownership estimated for each property, and corresponds to an
average tax rate of approximately 10 per cent.
This is based on regulation for assessing deferred tax upon pure intrinsic acquisitions, where
the tax effect is taken into consideration when
calculating the acquisition price. The deferred
tax relating to the difference between book
depreciation and ﬁscal depreciation is calculated
based on the applicable tax rate.

The deferred tax claim pertains mainly to deﬁcit deductions. At the end of 2013, there
were remaining deﬁcit deductions totalling
SEK 2,730 M in the Swedish companies.
The valuation of deferred tax claims is based
on their potential utilisation against future taxable proﬁts, and is calculated according to the
applicable tax rate. Consequently, minor deﬁcit
deductions in non-Swedish companies were
reported at the end of 2013.

Scandic Park, Stockholm
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
SEK M

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Property operations
Rental revenue
Other property revenue
Total property revenue

562.7
30.2
592.9

548.8
25.2
574.0

605.0
29.9
634.9

747.5
34.7
782.2

872.3
43.2
915.5

850.6
44.6
895.2

884.2
39.1
923.3

923.1
38.3
961.4

920.4
40.2
960.6

950.0
47.4
997.4

–118.7
474.2

–103.8
470.2

–111.5
523.4

–126.3
655.9

–132.8
782.7

–117.0
778.2

–140.6
782.7

–141.8
819.6

–122.5
838.1

–134.7
862.7

Depreciation
Income from property operations

–70.3
403.9

–78.2
392.0

–91.3
432.1

–129.3
526.6

–163.8
618.9

–193.6
584.6

–194.3
588.4

–191.3
628.3

–194.0
644.1

–210.7
652.0

Hotel operations
Operating revenue
Operating costs
Operating income hotel operations
Gross income

216.8
–204.4
12.4
416.3

250.2
–239.4
10.8
402.8

420.0
–407.7
12.3
444.4

788.8
–768.2
20.6
547.2

1,105.3
–1,084.5
20.8
639.7

1,095.0
–1,129.0
–34.0
550.6

1,208.6
–1,202.8
5.8
594.2

1,244.0
–1,241.7
2.3
630.6

1,156.0
–1,157.2
–1.2
642.9

1,285.6
–1,284.6
1.0
653.0

–39.3
–
377

–42.5
444.4
804.7

–51.9
39.9
432.4

–55.4
3.4
495.2

–64.6
6.9
582.0

–68.3
–
482.3

–72.4
–
521.8

–82.3
–
548.3

–72.4
–
570.5

–81.8
–
571.2

–56.1
–
–148.4
172.5

–
–
–137.4
667.3

–
–
–166.4
266

–
–
–232.4
262.8

–
–
–294.7
287.3

79.5
–
–229.8
332.0

431.2
5.7
–214.0
744.7

63.6
156.2
–254.5
513.6

–
171.2
–283.4
458.3

–
135.2
–317.3
389.1

–47.6
–0.2
124.7

36.8
–15.8
688.3

–33.0
–31.4
201.6

–23.5
–9.3
230.0

34.2
–22.2
299.3

–10.1
–20.4
301.5

–65.7
–111.2
567.8

–46.1
–55.2
412.3

–88.0
–6.1
364.2

–61.4
–197.0
130.7

Operating and maintenance costs
Operating net

Administrative costs
Other revenue/realisation results
Operating income
Non-recurring ﬁnancial income & costs
Proﬁt from associate companies
Net ﬁnancial items for current operations
Income after ﬁnancial items
Deferred tax
Tax
Income/loss for the year
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CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
SEK M, as of 31 December

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Assets
Properties including hotel equipment
Other ﬁxed assets
Current assets
Cash and bank
Total assets

5,262.8
6.9
58.6
58.0
5,386.3

5,477.5
113.7
201.7
236.4
6,029.3

6,907.5
172.8
174.4
174.1
7,428.8

8,223.8
139.0
223.1
272.8
8,858.7

9,212.5
794.6
241.2
347.7
10,596.0

9,348.0
843.3
158.4
326.4
10,676.1

9,200.5
1,170.3
276.0
385.1
11,031.9

9,549.6
1,277.4
443.4
337.9
11,608.3

9,522.5
1,803.6
329.4
287.2
11,942.7

20,154.8
46.1
931.8
588.6
21,721.3

Equity and liabilities
Shareholders’ equity
Deferred tax liability
Interest bearing liabilities
Non-interest bearing liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

1,923.0
184.3
3,080.4
198.5
5,386.3

2,307.7
208.5
3,165.3
347.8
6,029.3

2,272.3
279.7
4,398.5
478.3
7,428.8

2,407.7
352.5
5,516.8
581.7
8,858.7

2,729.2
335.2
6,808.6
723.0
10,596.0

2,996.7
363.0
6,850.5
465.9
10,676.1

2,977.5
389.1
7,025.8
639.5
11,031.9

3,108.3
424.8
7,406.6
668.6
11,608.3

3,118.7
393.0
7,991.3
439.7
11,942.7

5,236.9
1,039.7
14,562.9
881.8
21,721.3

Key data
Property related key data
Book value of properties including
hotel equipment, SEK M
Total property revenue, SEK M
Operating net, SEK M

5,262.8
592.9
474.2

5,477.5
574.0
470.2

6,907.5
634.9
523.4

8,223.8
782.2
655.9

9,212.5
915.5
782.7

9,348.0
895.2
778.2

9,200.5
923.3
782.7

9,549.6
961.4
819.6

9,522.5
960.6
838.1

20,154.8
997.4
862.7

2.2
6.5
35.7
298.9
70.5
–

3.2
32.5
38.3
301.4
165.1
661.3

2.9
8.8
30.6
317.6
282.6
1,327.8

2.7
9.8
27.2
389.0
274.9
1,063.4

2.5
11.7
25.8
444.5
269.3
370.9

4.5
10.5
28.1
446.4
312.5
163.3

3.5
19.5
27.0
518.9
197.7
332.0

3.9
13.4
26.8
691.2
349.2
206.4

3.4
11.5
26.1
664.5
335.6
–

3.0
4.0
24.1
639.7
302.4
–

Financial key data
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Return on equity, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Cash ﬂow from current operations, SEK M
Investments excluding acquisitions, SEK M
Property acquisitions, SEK M
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QUARTERLY DATA 2012–2013
CONDENSED INCOME STATEMENTS

2012
SEK M

2013

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

218.2
183.7
136.5
–22.8
96.3
–11.9
84.4
68.0

252.7
218.6
170.3
17.8
170.3
–23.9
146.4
117.3

240.8
210.5
162.1
–9.1
135.9
–29.1
106.8
82.4

248.9
225.3
175.2
12.9
168.0
–47.3
120.7
96.5

204.7
168.8
123.1
–30.6
76.9
–42.1
34.8
26.1

257.8
227.6
178.9
20.3
176.1
–35.9
140.2
108.8

235.4
203.3
150.8
–3.1
130.0
–37.4
92.6
42.7

299.5
263.0
199.2
14.4
188.2
–66.7
121.5
–46.9

31 Mar

30 Jun

30 Sep

31 Dec

31 Mar

30 Jun

30 Sep

31 Dec

Assets
Properties including hotel equipment
Other ﬁxed assets
Current assets
Cash and bank
Total assets

9,591.1
1,320.4
437.2
214.6
11,563.3

9,583.5
1,491.5
473.1
278.2
11,826.3

9,434.4
1,511.4
432.3
356.6
11,734.7

9,522.5
1,803.6
329.4
287.2
11,942.7

9,388.3
1,825.3
344.5
250.1
11,808.2

9,595.0
1,765.2
405.0
124.7
11,889.9

9,564.9
1,813.0
378.0
117.2
11,873.1

20,154.8
46.1
931.8
588.6
21,721.3

Equity and liabilities
Shareholders’ equity
Deferred tax liability
Interest bearing liabilities
Non-interest bearing liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

3,167.2
428.1
7,367.1
600.9
11,563.3

3,112.2
448.6
7,785.3
480.2
11,826.3

3,164.2
459.5
7,633.2
477.8
11,734.7

3,118.7
393.0
7,991.3
439.7
11,942.7

3,129.9
395.3
7,866.4
416.6
11,808.2

3,071.3
418.1
7,920.4
480.1
11,889.9

3,101.3
429.8
7,866.3
475.7
11,873.1

5,236.9
1,039.7
14,562.9
881.8
21,721.3

Total property revenue
Operating net
Income from property operations
Income from hotel operations
Operating income
Net ﬁnancial items
Income after ﬁnancial items
Income after tax

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

2012
SEK M

2013

FINANCIAL KEY DATA

2012
Interest coverage ratio, multiple
Return on equity, %
Equity/assets ratio, %
Cash ﬂow from current operations, SEK M
Investments excluding acquisitions, SEK M
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2013

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3.1
9.8
27.4
118.2
144.8

3.5
11.9
26.3
195.7
192.5

3.4
11.4
27.0
167.1
254.8

3.4
11.5
26.1
183.5
335.6

2.3
3.3
26.5
89.8
192.2

3.0
8.6
25.8
288.9
134.7

3.0
7.6
26.1
446.1
209.4

3.0
4.0
24.1
639.7
302.4

DEFINITIONS OF KEY DATA
Property related key ﬁgures
Operating net
Hotel property revenue less operating and maintenance costs, property tax, ground rent and
other property costs.
Property related administration
The portion of total administration costs that is
directly related to the management and development of a property. Other administration costs
include central administration and costs for
administration of non-Swedish entities.
Total property revenue
The sum of rental revenue and other property
revenue.

Financial key ﬁgures
Return on equity
Proﬁt after tax as a per centage of average
equity.

Hotel market related key ﬁgures
Occupied rooms
Number of sold room nights during a given
period of time – normally one year.

Interest coverage ratio
Proﬁt before tax less depreciation and net ﬁnancial items (EBITDA) in relation to net ﬁnancial
items.

Available rooms
Available room capacity during a given period of
time – normally one year.

Equity/asset ratio
Equity at the end of the year as a percentage of
total assets.

Occupancy rate
Number of occupied rooms as a percentage of
the number of available rooms.
Average room rate
Total revenue from sold rooms divided by the
number of occupied rooms.
RevPAR
(Revenue Per Available Room)
Total revenue from sold rooms divided by the
number of available rooms.
Market penetration
The performance of an individual hotel in relation
to the average of the market.
GOP (Gross Operating Proﬁt)
Net proﬁt in hotel operator companies before
depreciation, rent, net ﬁnancial items and taxes.
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PROPERTY REVENUES AND TOTAL REVENUES
Pandox’ property revenues for 2013 amounted to
SEK 997.4 M (960.6), which for comparable units,
including adjustment for currency effects, remains
almost unchanged compared to 2012. The Group’s
total revenue amounted to SEK 2,061.2 M (1,910.7).

CASH FLOW
Cash ﬂow from ongoing operations, including
share of proﬁts from associate companies,
amounted to SEK 639.7 M (664.5).

PROFITS
Proﬁt before tax, decreased to SEK 389.1 M
(435.2). Proﬁt after tax amounted to SEK 130.7 M
(364.2).

Pandox manages a hotel property portfolio consisting of 120 hotels and
one congress and fair centre. 47 of those hotels were under 50 per cent
ownership during the ﬁrst 11 months of the year and as such the proﬁts
from them are realised as portion of proﬁt for associated companies
using the equity method. On December the 1st 2013, Pandox acquired
the outstanding 50 per cent share of the Norgani group and subsequently, the Norgani group companies are consolidated as fully owned
subsidiaries.

Holiday Inn, Brussels
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board of Directors and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of Pandox AB (publ), Swedish corporate registration number 556030-7885, hereby submit
the annual report and consolidated accounts of the Company for the ﬁnancial year 2013.
Operations and strategy
Pandox is one of Europe’s leading hotel property
companies. The Company has built up specialist
expertise within the key areas of hotel markets,
hotel operations, hotel properties and business
development. Active ownership, with well developed strategic plans for each hotel, enables the
creation of good prerequisites for stable and
improved cash ﬂows, and thereby growth in
value for the shareholders.
Pandox’ strategy is to own one type of
property – hotel properties. Its focus is strengthened by a prioritised market segment.
Pandox is to own large hotel properties in
Sweden, major locations in Europe, as well as
developing regions in Eastern Europe and North
America.
The hotels should be in central and strong
locations such as city centres, airports and exhibition centres. The hotels should be in the upper
medium to high price range and focus on the
business and leisure segments.The hotels
owned by Pandox are operated and marketed
by the most powerful players in the hotel market,
who with well known brands and dynamic independent distribution channels create strong
market positions and thereby stable revenues.
Revenues are created by ﬂexible agreements
related to the operator’s turnover and results or
through management agreements where Pandox
assigns a third party to manage operations, or
alternatively through its own management.
Irrespective of the form of operation, Pandox
contributes, via its active ownership, to an
increase in total cash ﬂows as well as a reduction in risks.
Pandox manages a hotel portfolio consisting
of 120 hotels and one congress and fair centre.
Pandox operates ﬁfteen hotels of which one via
an asset management assignment. Pandox
owns and develops assets in Sweden, Denmark,
Finland, Norway, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland,
the United Kingdom, Canada and the Bahamas.
Accounting principles
Pandox does not apply IFRS. As an unlisted
company, Pandox is not required to use IFRS

reporting standards. Pandox applies the Swedish Annual Reports Act and generally accepted
accounting principles, as well as the recommendations of the Swedish Accounting Standards
Board unless otherwise stated. The Group’s
properties are reported in the balance sheet at
their acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation. The new accounting framework, K3, will
be implemented during 2014, but is not
expected to have any material effect on the
result for the year.
Ownership situation
Pandox is owned by the Norwegian companies
Eiendomsspar AS, Helene Sundt AS and CGS
Holding AS.
Market overview
The US economy displayed clear signs of
improvement during 2013 with rising house
prices and an improvement in labour markets
among the positives. By the end of the year,
unemployment had dropped to 7 per cent compared to 10 per cent in October 2009. Most
commentators believe that the US economy can
expect to see steady improvements and stable
growth during 2014–2015. In China the GDP
growth has levelled out at a high level and other
emerging markets are expected to be supported
by a general improvement in the global economy.
The Eurozone came out of recession before
the summer of 2013, but has not shown any
signs of real improvement in growth rates since.
Demand expansion is mainly driven by Germany,
but also heavily indebted countries, such as
Ireland, Portugal, Greece and Spain, have seen
meaningful improvements. Austerity measures
have also been cut back which bodes well for the
future. A number of challenges still remain though.
2013 has been a year of slow growth for the
Swedish economy, but multiple signs are now
pointing towards improved GNP-growth as
manufacturing and exports start to grow and
strong household ﬁnances drive consumption.
The risk of increased inﬂation seems low and
labour markets are seen as fairly stable. Economists are predicting a 3 per cent GDP growth for

2014 and the already historically strong Krona is
expected to ﬁrm even further. Also in Denmark,
which has been hampered by the recession and
falling house prices for some time, the future
looks brighter. House prices have started to
recover and an upturn in economic activity can
be detected, particularly in Copenhagen. However, the recovery is still slow and relatively weak.
The Norwegian economy has seen weak
growth mainly due to falling house prices and
declining investments in the construction and
energy sectors coupled with a persistently weak
demand on the consumer side. In addition, a
currency that has stayed strong over a longer
time continues to dampen GDP growth and
the 2014 forecast has been revised down to
1.5 per cent.
Yet again, Finland has the gloomiest outlook
of the Nordic countries. The slow growth in the
Eurozone, the dip in the Russian economy as
well as higher taxes weighs on the export
dependent economy. GDP fell in 2013 for the
second year running and there is still a lack of
real drivers of growth.
The hotel market
Most large international hotel markets are primed
to show continued strong growth during 2014.
Global ﬁnancial markets are also expected to
show an increased appetite for deals within the
hotel industry and an increase in the number of
transactions should follow, as a result.
United States
The US hotel markets tracked the economy at
large and continued its steady improvement.
Over the last year, an increase in the average
price paid has been the strongest support of
growth, but occupancy rates also increased
during the year. RevPAR was up by 5.4 per cent
at year end, making it the fourth consecutive
year of positive growth. Occupancy rates are
in line with the record breaking year 2006 and
the outlook for 2014 is positive.
In New York, the hotel market experienced a
solid year with a particularly strong ﬁrst half.
A the end of the fourth quarter, growth had
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exceeded the 4 per cent mark. However, the
short term trend points to a slowdown. Occupancy rates fell compared to last year while
prices have stayed the course due to a strong
business segment. Other large hotel markets
such as Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Miami have performed well during the year
although, like New York, Chicago had a weak
last quarter.
Europe
RevPAR growth across Europe came in just
above the 1 per cent mark for the year with
fourth quarter growth reaching above 3 per cent.
RevPAR growth was weakest in southern
Europe but also northern and central areas
have, in the main, seen weaker growth compared to last year. An interesting detail is that,
apart from Madrid, all capital cities in the recession hit PIIGS countries have shown marked
growth in RevPAR.
The London market experienced strong
underlying demand during 2013 but as a result
of the large increase in capacity due to the 2012
Olympics and the related price effects, RevPAR
growth was only 1 per cent. The tail end of the
year showed unexpected strength and the rolling three month average points to an 8 per cent
growth rate of which price makes up 6 points.
The hotel market in Brussels was on a slightly
negative trend during the ﬁrst 6 months, but
recovered during the autumn and ended the
year with an increase of 2 per cent in RevPAR. In
Berlin, RevPAR for the full year was unchanged
when compared to a very strong 2012.
Growth in the Nordic hotel markets has been
mixed during the year. Copenhagen continued
to ride high and ended the year with 6.3 per cent
RevPAR growth driven by increases in both price
and occupancy rates. Oslo has bounced back
as well. After a disappointing ﬁrst quarter, growth
was marginally positive for the rest of the year
with a total RevPAR increase of 1 per cent,
mainly driven by price. Helsinki was one of the
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weakest hotel markets in Europe during 2013
and full year numbers show an annual drop in
RevPAR of 5 per cent.
In the Stockholm hotel market, demand
increased by 3 per cent during 2013 with the leisure segment being the strongest (+8 per cent).
However, RevPAR growth was ﬂat compared
to 2012 as capacity grew at the same pace as
demand and average price staid the same.
The short term trend is relatively stable,
although with large variations between different
segments and niche markets. As an example,
the ﬁve star segment has seen strong development due to increased demand, while airport
hotels in the Arlanda area have seen drops in
both price and occupancy rates due to
increased capacity.
Pandox’ portfolio (including the previously
separate Norgani portfolio)
Pandox’ hotel property portfolio continued to
perform well in respective markets.
In Stockholm, in line with the general trend,
the northern areas showed the strongest development during the year while the southern areas
showed weaker development. After a weak ﬁrst
quarter of the year, Oslo had a marginally positive RevPAR growth driven mainly by price but
also some increase in volumes. If we disregard
effects due to renovation projects, Pandox’
hotels in Oslo performed on par with or above
the market average for the year.
The Helsinki market saw a drop compared to
the year before, partly because Russian tourism
and domestic business travel were down, due to
the poor economic activity, and partly because
the numbers are compared with those of a very
strong 2012 when a number of large events (the
World Ice hockey Championships, the European
Athletics championship, World Design Capital)
took place in the city. During 2013, Pandox
experienced greatly reduced capacity in the city
which, in turn, had a negative inﬂuence on the
ability to generate income.

Copenhagen’s hotel market continues its strong
trend which also included the Pandox hotels
which developed well, particularly in the second
part of the year. The trend is set to continue
during 2014 and include demand as well as
average price.
The hotel market in Brussels displayed a
negative trend during the ﬁrst 6 months, but
recovered during the autumn. Overall the market
grew by 2 per cent. Looking at Pandox’ Belgian
hotels, Hilton Brussels City performed the best
with an increased market share as a result. At
The Hotel Brussels, the ﬁnishing touches were
added to its comprehensive renovation and
repositioning project. The hotel has been operating at full capacity since october and been well
received by the market.
Montreal had a stronger conference year than
last and occupancy at weekends were up overall
which contributed to a good result. Hyatt Montreal
saw a powerful rebound from a strike affected
2012, with a summer season that was back to
normal as well as increases in both price and
occupancy. InterContinental managed to increase volumes while prices developed weakly.
Hotel Berlin, Berlin experienced a strong
start to the year, partly because the renovation of
all the rooms was completed in 2012. From the
second quarter and onwards, revenues were
ﬂatter, in line with the general market which was
affected by a smaller number of large meetings
and events as compared to 2012. Huge repositioning and renovation projects, in line with the
strategy that was put in place when Pandox
assumed operations during 2013, were
launched at the hotels in Dortmund, Lübeck and
Bremen. As a result, the hotels performed somewhat below the average for respective market.
Revenues and operating net –
property operations
Property management revenues for the year
amounted to SEK 997.4 M (960.6). For comparable units and currencies, the portfolio’s com-

pensation rate was almost unchanged compared to 2012. The hotels performed well,
despite the prevailing economic trends. At the
hotel property level in the respective sub-markets, however, there were relatively large differences in results, depending on the location,
market segment, type of agreement and operator. Property management costs excluding
depreciation amounted to SEK 134.7 M (122.5).
The increase is mainly due to increased maintenance costs. The operating net increased overall
by SEK 24.6 M to SEK 862.7 M (838.1).
Revenues and proﬁt – hotel operations
Total revenues from hotel operations amounted
to SEK 1,285.6 M (1,156.0). For comparable
units, and adjusted for currency effects, revenues increased by 2.9 per cent compared to
the previous year. The overall proﬁt from hotel
operations were SEK 1.0 M (–1.2).
Portion of proﬁts from Norgani
Pandox’ share of the proﬁt in Norgani for 11
months was SEK 135.2 M (in 2012 SEK 171.2 M
for 12 months) before tax and is recognised under
net ﬁnancial items. In 2012, a non-recurring revenue of SEK 31.3 M from a property divestment
and a property write-down of SEK 8.2 M were
included. Pandox AB (publ) acquired the remaining 50 per cent of the Norgani group on the
1st of December 2013. As a result, Norgani is
treated as a fully consolidated subsidiary after
that date.
Proﬁt
The Group’s proﬁt before tax, excluding nonrecurring items, was SEK 389.1 M (435.2). The
decrease was mainly due to higher ﬁnancing
costs and loss of capacity in connection with
planned investments.
Financing and cash ﬂow
Net ﬁnancial items relating to current operations
for the period January to December 2013

amounted to SEK –317.3 M (–283.4). The Group’s
interest-bearing liabilities as of December 31st
2013 amounted to SEK 14,562.9 M (7,991.3).
The loan portfolio has due-dates that are staggered over time and the average loan repayment
period is 3.9 years. The average interest rate on
loans, as of December 31st 2013, was 4.3 per
cent. The Swedish portfolio is ﬁnanced in Swedish kronor, while properties outside of Sweden
are, in the main, ﬁnanced in each respective local
currency. Available liquid funds, including unutilized bank overdraft and credit facilities totalling
SEK 676.9 M, amounted to SEK 1,265.5 M
(997.0). Cash ﬂow before changes in working
capital and investments, and excluding non-recurring items and tax, was SEK 639.7 M (664.5).

Personnel
Central administration counted 23 employees
as at 31 December. Figures concerning average
number of employees, as well as salaries and
other remuneration are set out in Note 16.

Investments
The Pandox Group’s investments, excluding
acquisitions, totalled SEK 302.4 M (335.6)
during the year. The investments concerned,
among other things, the investment programs
for The Hotel Brussels, Radisson Blu Arlandia,
Scandic Park Helsinki and Hilton Slussen, as
well as product improvements for a large number of properties. The hotel properties’ net book
value including hotel ﬁxtures and ﬁttings totalled
SEK 20,154.8 M (9,522.5). The market value of
the hotel properties signiﬁcantly exceeds its
book value.

Parent Company
Property activities in the Group’s propertyowning companies are administered by staff
employed by the Parent Company, Pandox AB
(publ). The cost of these services has been invoiced to the Group’s subsidiaries. Invoicing in
2013 amounted to SEK 56.7 M (55.0). The proﬁt
for the year amounted to SEK –147.2 M (–46.2).

Taxes
The Swedish Tax Agency has in a reassessment
notice dated October 2007, decided to increase
the assessed income of a number of Pandox’s
subsidiaries by in total SEK 430 M (corresponding tax effect of SEK 120 M) as a consequence
of the sale of real estate through non-Swedish
subsidiaries carried out in 2005. The decision
was appealed to the administrative court of
appeal and in December 2013, the administrative court of appeal announced a tax reassessment and a tax expense including interest of
SEK 138 M was paid in December 2013.

The work of the Board of Directors 2013
During 2013, the Board has held ﬁve ordinary
meetings in accordance with the established
annual agenda. The meetings have reviewed
and discussed external and internal reporting of
operating results and the Company’s ﬁnancial
position as well as various business matters.
Other important items that are regularly studied
and reviewed each year are markets, strategy,
ﬁnance, and budget issues.

Outlook for 2014
The outlook for 2014 must be labelled as fair.
Financial activity levels in most countries are on
the increase which creates fertile ground for the
hotel market. International markets and segments are predicted to grow both in volume and
price during the year, with the price component
becoming more prominent in the second half of
the year.
National markets and segments hold good
potential for improved volumes with opportunities for price increases after the summer. This
positive global picture will lead to increased
revenues and a stronger cash ﬂow for Pandox
compared to 2013.
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INCOME STATEMENT
Group
SEK M
Property operations
Rental revenue
Other property revenue
Total property revenue

note 1, 2, 3

Property costs
Operating net
Depreciation as per plan
Income from property operations

note 4

Hotel operations
Operating revenue
Operating costs
Operating income from hotel operations
Gross income

note 1, 2, 16

Administrative costs
Other revenue
Operating income

note 4, 15, 16
note 5

Interest income
Interest expense
Portion of proﬁts from associate companies
Dividend
Write down of shares in subsidiaries
Other ﬁnancial income and costs
Net ﬁnancial items

note 6

note 6

Income before tax
Tax
Deferred tax
INCOME FOR THE YEAR

note 7
note 7

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

950.0
47.4
997.4

920.4
40.2
960.6

–
–
–

–
–
–

–134.7
862.7

–122.5
838.1

–
–

–
–

–210.7
652.0

–194.0
644.1

–
–

–
–

1,285.6
1,284.6
1.0
653.0

1,156.0
–1,157.2
–1.2
642.9

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

–81.8
–
571.2

–72.4
–
570.5

–87.4
56.7
–30.7

–90.4
55.0
–35.4

9.9
–322.0
135.2
–
–
–5.2
–182.1

9.0
–285.1
171.2
–
–
–7.3
–112.2

132.8
–265.3
–
129.3
–64.7
–86.4
–154.3

172.0
–263.5
–
–
–
67.3
–24.2

389.1

458.3

–185.0

–59.6

–197.0
–61.4
130.7

–6.1
–88.0
364.2

–
37.8
–147.2

13.4
–
–46.2

997.4
–221.8
1,285.6
2,061.2

960.6
–205.9
1,156.0
1,910.7

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

Speciﬁcation of external revenue
Revenue from property operations
Of which internal rentals
Revenue from hotel operations
Total external revenue

COMMENTS ON THE INCOME STATEMENT
Rental revenue
Rental revenue pertains to hotel premises, hotel
furniture and equipment, and other commercial
premises. Rental revenue for 2013 increased in
relation to the previous year and amounted to
SEK 950.0 M (920.4).
Other property revenue
Other property revenue is primarily comprised of
costs debited for heat, electricity and property
tax.
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BREAKDOWN OF OTHER PROPERTY REVENUE

SEK M

2013

2012

Payment for operating costs
Invoicing of property tax
Total

11.8
35.6
47.4

11.0
29.2
40.2

Property costs
Operating costs
Operating costs are costs that directly pertain to
the operation of the properties, such as heat,
water, electricity, and maintenance. Costs are
reported gross, meaning that the portion of

costs debited to tenants is reported as revenue
under the heading Other Property Revenue, and
that total costs are reported among costs in their
full amount.
Maintenance costs
Maintenance costs are costs incurred to maintain the standards of buildings and equipment.
Pandox’ leases are in most cases structured
sothat the tenants – the hotel operators – are
responsible for the greater part of interior maintenance of the properties.

Ground rent
A total of 20 properties owned by Pandox are
held under site leasehold rights. The conditions
and maturities in all cases are based on prevailing market terms.
Property tax
Pandox’ Swedish hotel properties are liable to
property tax at the rate of 1 per cent of the tax
assessment value. Properties located outside
Sweden are subject to varying percentages and
underlying basis.
Other costs
These costs include costs of legal counsel on
leasing matters, insurance premiums, and costs
of leasing external premises.

BREAKDOWN OF PROPERTY COSTS

SEK M

2013

2012

Operating costs
Maintenance costs
Ground rents
Property tax
Other costs
Total

26.8
34.4
10.3
53.4
9.8
134.7

24.7
35.4
9.1
49.3
4.0
122.5

Operating net
The operating net for 2013 amounted to SEK
862.7 M, representing an increase of SEK 24.6 M.
Hotel operations
For accounting purposes, the hotel operations
conducted by Pandox are charged with internal
rent. The internal rent is linked to the operator’s
revenue and based on what are deemed to be

market conditions. The internal rent is debited to
hotel operations and credited to revenue in property management.
Fourteen wholly owned hotel operations
remains in Pandox portfolio at the end of 2013 of
which four were directly operated by Pandox,
seven via franchise contracts and three via
management contracts.
Administrative costs
Administrative costs relate to central administration, as well as foreign hotel property administration. All central administrative staff is based at
the Stockholm ofﬁce. The remuneration of staff
and auditors is set out in Notes 15 and 16.

PRO FORMA INCOME STATEMENT
Pandox’ pro forma income statement including 100 per cent of Sech Holding for year 2013 and 2012.
SEK M

2013

2012

Property operations
Rental revenue
Other property revenue
Total property revenue

1,745.9
66.6
1,812.5

1,746.3
55.1
1,801.4

Property costs
Operating net

–262.7
1,549.8

–243.3
1,558.1

Depreciation as per plan
Income from property operations

–290.2
1,259.6

–264.6
1,293.5

1,307.7
–1,308.1
–0.4
1,259.2

1,178.9
–1,184.6
–5.7
1,287.8

–127.6
–
1,131.6

–118.8
46.2
1,215.2

7.6
–606.7
–
–8.0
–607.1

14.1
–591.7
–
–8.0
–585.6

524.5

629.6

–197.0
–81.7
245.8

–9.0
–150.8
469.8

Hotel operations
Operating revenue
Operating costs
Operating income from hotel operations
Gross income
Administrative costs
Other revenue
Operating income
Interest income
Interest expense
Portion of proﬁts from associate companies
Other ﬁnancial income and costs
Net ﬁnancial items
Income before tax
Tax
Deferred tax
INCOME FOR THE YEAR
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BALANCE SHEET
Group
SEK M
ASSETS
Fixed assets
Tangible ﬁxed assets
Properties
Equipment

Financial ﬁxed assets
Shares and participations in subsidiaries
Other shares and participations
Amounts due by Group companies
Other long-term receivables
Deferred taxes recoverable
Total ﬁxed assets

note 8
note 9

note 10
note 11

note 7

Current assets
Inventories
Accounts receivables
Tax receivables
Other receivables
Prepaid costs and accrued revenue
Cash and bank
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

19,045.2
1,110.4
20,155.6

8,785.1
739.5
9,524.6

–
1.5
1.5

–
2.1
2.1

–
–
–
45.3
45.3

–
1,566.9
–
234.6
1,801.5

6,855.4
–
4,645.7
5.1
11,506.2

3,424.2
1,296.8
4,506.0
234.0
9,461.0

629.0
20,829.9

124.8
11,450.9

–
11,507.7

–
9,463.1

9.6
159.5
59.7
8.3
65.7
588.6
891.4

7.0
131.1
5.2
15.4
45.9
287.2
491.8

–
–
–
1.5
15.4
144.0
160.9

–
–
–
2.3
17.1
146.5
165.9

21,721.3

11,942.7

11,668.6

9,629.0

Group

Parent Company

SEK M

2013

2012

2013

2012

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Restricted equity
Share capital
Restricted reserves
Total restricted equity

375.0
238.1
613.1

373.5
121.7
495.2

375.0
10.1
385.1

373.5
10.1
383.6

Unrestricted equity
Unrestricted reserves
Proﬁt for the year
Total unrestricted equity
Total shareholders’ equity

4,493.1
130.7
4,623.8
5,236.9

2,259.3
364.2
2,623.5
3,118.7

2,550.2
–147.2
2,403.0
2,788.1

523.0
–46.2
476.8
860.4

note 7

1,039.7
5.1
1,044.8

393.0
4.3
397.3

–
5.1
5.1

–
4.2
4.2

note 12

14,562.9
148.5
32.9
12.1
241.0
442.2
15,439.6

7,991.3
87.5
32.9
23.0
52.8
239.2
8,426.7

5,052.1
16.4
3,756.5
–
6.6
43.8
8,874.9

4,899.8
24.2
3,796.1
–
7.5
36.8
8,764.4

21,721.3

11,942.7

11,668.6

9,629.0

12,559.7
4.3

5,845.9
414.4

–
3,955.3

–
3,873.5

Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Pension provisions
Total provisions
Liabilities
Liabilities to credit institutions
Trade accounts payable
Liabilities to Group companies
Tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Accrued expenses and prepaid revenue
Total liabilities

note 13

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Pledged assets
Contingent liabilities
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note 14
note 14

COMMENTS ON THE BALANCE SHEET
Properties and equipment
On December the 1st 2013, Pandox acquired
the outstanding 50 per cent share of the Norgani
group. Depreciation of properties amounted to
SEK 128.6 M (122.2), and the year’s investments to SEK 192.0 M (88.4). The book value of
equipment, including hotel furniture and ﬁxtures
amounted to SEK 1,110.4 M (739.5). Depreciation amounted to SEK 82.7 M (72.4) and investments to SEK 119.3 M (255.8).
The greater part of the book value of furniture,
ﬁxtures and equipment, representing SEK
1,110.4 M, pertains to that used by hotel operators. In certain cases, these items are included as
an unspeciﬁed portion of the revenue-based rent
that the operator is being charged. When these
items are included in rental revenues, Pandox
includes their value in the property value used to
calculate direct yield from the properties. At the
end of the year, the book value of the properties,
including hotel furniture, ﬁxtures and equipment,
amounted to SEK 20,155.6 M. Other items consist of administration equipment with a book value
of SEK 1.5 M.
Other long-term receivables
Pertain to a long-term promissory note and to a
pledged deposit.
Inventories
Relate to stocks of consumables in the hotel
operations.

Trade accounts receivable
Pandox’ accounts receivable normally consists
of rental receivables and trade receivables in
hotel operations. Since rent is generally paid
quarterly and monthly in advance, amounts outstanding at year-end mainly comprise accrued
revenue-based rents.
Other receivables
Short-term receivables such as those pertaining
to costs that are to be debited to external
parties.
Prepaid costs and accrued revenue
This item is comprised mainly of prepaid costs
for the following year, such as insurance premiums and rents.
Cash and bank deposits
The liquidity of the Pandox Group is primarily
managed by the Parent Company through a
central bank account structure where liquidity is
assembled in a joint interest-bearing transaction
account. Surplus liquidity can also be invested
as a ﬁxed term bank deposit. In addition,
Pandox has unutilised credit facilities for a total
of SEK 676.9 M.

Liabilities to credit institutions
As at 31 December 2013, Pandox’ total interestbearing liabilities amounted to SEK 14,562.9 M,
spread over ﬁve lenders and seven currencies.
Because ﬁnancing is arranged mainly through
long-term credit agreements, the majority of the
debt is considered as long-term. As regards
ﬁxed interest rates, debt amounting to SEK
4,509.8 M carries a ﬁxed interest rate for a period
of less than one year. Further details are set out
in the Financial Overview section on page 70.
Deferred tax liability
In 2013 the deferred tax items are accounted for
on a gross basis. Further details are set out in
the Pandox’ Tax Situation section on page 73.
Accrued expenses and prepaid income
The amount pertains essentially to accrued
interest expense and prepaid rent.
Pledged assets
This item refers mainly to property mortgages
pledged to credit institutions as collateral for
loans.
Contingent liabilities
The Parent Company’s contingent liabilities refer
mainly to guarantees to banks with regard to
subsidiaries’ debts.
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CHANGES IN EQUITY
SEK M
Group 2012
Opening balance
Appropriation of proﬁts
Other changes
Dividend
Group contribution
Translation differences
Share issue
Proﬁt for the year

Group 2013
Opening balance
Appropriation of proﬁts
Other changes
Dividend
Group contribution
Shareholders contribution
Translation differences
Share issue
Proﬁt for the year

Parent Company 2012
Opening balance
Appropriation of proﬁts
Other changes
Dividend
Group contribution
Shareholders contribution
Share issue
Proﬁt for the year

Parent Company 2013
Opening balance
Appropriation of proﬁts
Other changes
Dividend
Group contribution
Shareholders contribution
Share issue
Proﬁt for the year

Share capital

Restricted
reserves

Unrestricted
reserves

Proﬁt
for the year

Total

373.5
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
373.5

154.6
–
24.5
–
–
–57.4
–
–
121.7

2,167.9
412.3
–24.5
–336.8
–14.5
54.9
–
–
2,259.3

412.3
–412.3
–
–
–
–
–
364.2
364.2

3,108.3
–
–
–336.8
–14.5
–2.5
–
364.2
3,118.7

373.5
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.5
–
375.0

121.7
–
26.6
–
–
–
89.8
–
–
238.1

2,259.3
364.2
–26.6
–199.2
–
1,704.9
–43.0
433.5
–
4,493.1

364.2
–364.2
–
–
–
–
–
–
130.7
130.7

3,118.7
–
–
–199.2
–
1,704.9
46.8
435.0
130.7
5,236.9

373.5
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
373.5

10.1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
10.1

866.2
–29.4
–
–336.8
23.0
–
–
–
523.0

–29.4
29.4
–
–
–
–
–
–46.2
–46.2

1,220.4
–
–
–336.8
23.0
–
–
–46.2
860.4

373.5

10.1

523.0

–46.2

860.4

–
–
–
–
–
1.5
–
375.0

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
10.1

–46.2
–
–199.2
134.2
1,704.9
433.5
–
2,550.2

46.2
–
–
–
–
–
–147.2
–147.2

–
–
–199.2
134.2
1,704.9
435.0
–147.2
2,788.1

The number of shares as at 31 December 2013 amounted to 25,000,000 with one vote per share and a nominal value of SEK 15 per share.
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Group
SEK M

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

Current operations
Proﬁt/loss before ﬁnancial items
Depreciation
Interest received
Interest paid and other ﬁnancial costs
Tax paid
Cash ﬂow from current operations before change in working capital and investments

571.2
211.3
13.1
–329.1
–242.3
224.2

570.5
194.6
15.6
–295.4
–13.7
471.6

–95.3
0.6
262.0
–346.6
–
–179.3

–59.6
0.6
80.8
–204.1
–
–182.3

Change in working capital
Increase/decrease (±) in operating receivables
Increase/decrease (±) in operating liabilities
Total change in working capital

–63.2
–476.5
–539.7

49.7
–80.2
–30.5

173.1
388.7
561.8

–0.9
193.3
192.4

Cash ﬂow from current operations after change in working capital and investments

–315.5

441.1

382.5

10.1

Investment operations
Change in shares and participations
Investments in properties and equipment
Acquisition of properties and equipment
Change in interest-bearing receivables
Total investments

–1,697.3
–302.4
–
194.5
–1,805.2

–268.4
–335.6
–
–141.1
–745.1

–2,134.4
–
–
89.2
–2,045.2

–267.5
–0.3
–
–74.9
–342.7

Cash ﬂow after investments

–2,120.7

–304.0

–1,662.7

–332.6

–
–462.9
435.0
1,704.9
–199.2
2,403.6

–
584.7
–
–
–336.8
247.9

–
–280.5
435.0
1,704.9
–199.2
1,660.2

–
644.9
–
–
–336.8
308.1

Change in liquid funds

282.9

–56.1

–2.5

–24.5

Liquid funds at the beginning of the year
Exchange rate difference in liquid assets
Liquid funds at the end of the year
Change in liquid funds

287.2
18.5
588.6
282.9

337.9
5.4
287.2
–56.1

146.5
–
144.0
–2.5

171.0
–
146.5
–24.5

Financing operations
Change in ﬁnancial ﬁxed assets
Change in interest-bearing loans
Share issue
Shareholders contribution
Dividend
Cash ﬂow from ﬁnancing operation
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ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
The annual report and accounts have been
prepared in accordance with the Swedish
Annual Accounts Act and generally
accepted accounting principles, as well as
taking into account the recommendations
of the Swedish Accounting Standards
Board if not stated otherwise. Pandox’
accounting and evaluation principles are
in general unchanged compared with
last year.
Consolidated accounts
The consolidated accounts for the Group include all
subsidiaries as at ﬁnancial year-end.
The consolidated accounts have been prepared in
accordance with the purchase method, whereby
assets and liabilities have been taken over at market
value in accordance with an acquisition analysis. The
difference between acquisition value and acquired
shareholders’ equity has been added to land and buildings as surplus value. Surplus value is amortised in
accordance with the same principle used for properties. Estimated deferred tax liability with respect to
Group surplus value and estimated deferred tax recoverable are reported net as a deferred tax liability in the
balance sheet.

Tax
Pandox applies the Swedish Accounting Standards
Board’s general recommendation regarding income tax
accounting (BFNAR 2001:1). Brieﬂy, the recommendation implies that both deferred tax liabilities and tax
recoverable shall be included in the ﬁnancial statements, and that any changes shall affect the income
statement as deferred tax. The deferred tax relating to
the difference in book depreciation and ﬁscal depreciation shall be calculated using the prevailing tax rate.
Acquisitions based on the deferred tax liability relating to asset acquisitions shall be based on the acquisition price and be calculated from each respective property’s shortest estimated period of ownership, resulting
in an average tax rate of approximately 10 per cent.
The deferred tax recoverable pertaining to estimated tax recoverable related to deﬁcit deductions in
the Company are valued based on the estimated
potential utilisation against future taxable proﬁts, and
are calculated based on the prevailing tax rate.

The internal rent is linked to the operating companies’
revenue and based on what are deemed to be market
conditions. The internal rent is expensed to hotel operations, and carried as revenue in property operations.

Tangible ﬁxed assets
When new construction and additions are carried out,
all direct costs including project costs are capitalised. In
the case of refurbishments, direct costs related to the
improvement of properties compared with their original
condition are capitalised.
Costs of repairing a property to its original condition
are not capitalised. An exception to this principle
involves the costs of measures taken further to
neglected maintenance established at the time of an
acquisition, and where the acquisition price is adjusted
accordingly.
Costs of tenant-related modiﬁcations that imply that
the rent may be increased are capitalised and depreciated over the remaining period of the lease.
Depreciation according to plan is calculated on the
acquisition value at the following percentages:
%
Buildings
Building ﬁxtures
Land improvements
Equipment

1.0
4–6.7
3.5
6.7–33

Pandox changed the depreciation rate for buildings
from 1.5 per cent to 1 per cent with effect from 2000.
Depreciation according to plan is calculated on the
acquisition value and a residual value of SEK 0.

Associate companies
Shares in associate companies are accounted for
under the equity method. The book value of shares in
associate companies corresponds to the Group’s share
of the equity in the associate companies plus any consolidated surplus or deﬁcit values. In the Group’s
income statement ’Portion of proﬁts from associate
companies’ includes the Group’s share of associates’
proﬁts after ﬁnancial items adjusted for any depreciation
of consolidated surplus or deﬁcit values. The Group’s
share of reported taxes are included in the consolidated
tax expenses. Share of proﬁts earned after the acquisition of associate companies which have not yet been
realized through dividends, are allocated to the equity
fund that forms part of the Group’s restricted reserves.

Write-down of ﬁxed assets
Property operations
The Group’s properties are reported in the balance
sheet as ﬁxed assets in view of the purpose of the holdings being the long-term ownership, management and
development of the properties.

Hotel operations
The hotel operations conducted by Pandox are
charged with internal rent for accounting purposes.
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The Group’s properties are continuously valued in
accordance with an internal cash ﬂow model, which
also fulﬁls the requirement to calculate the utilisation
value in accordance with current accounting principles
whereby the recoverable value, which is the greater of
the net sales value and the utilisation value, is compared with the property’s book value in order to assess
the need for a possible write-down.

Leasing
Pandox reports all leasing contracts as operational.
Leasing contracts entered into concern private cars
and ofﬁce machines. They are not signiﬁcant in size and
do not therefore inﬂuence an assessment of the
Group’s results and ﬁnancial position.

Revenue
Management revenue pertains to rental revenue as well
as re-debited operating costs and property tax. Revenue and costs related to the operations of hotel operators are reported separately in the consolidated income
statement. Rental revenue is spread over a period of
time in accordance with the terms of each lease. This
implies that rent paid in advance is reported as prepaid
rental revenue.

Shares and participations
Shares and participations in subsidiaries and subsidiaries of subsidiaries have been stated at acquisition value
with the exception of holdings that may have been written down to their estimated actual value.

Financial instruments
Interest swaps are used to change underlying ﬁnancial
liabilities’ interest-due structure. Revenue and costs
related to interest swaps are reported net as interest
costs, and are spread over the duration of each contract.

International subsidiaries
International subsidiaries are stated as per the current
rate method, which implies that the income statement
is restated at the average exchange rate of the period,
and the balance sheet at the exchange rate prevailing
on the closing day. The exchange rate difference that
arises as a result of this method is recorded directly
against the Group’s equity. Any companies acquired
during the year are included in the Group at an amount
relating to the period following such acquisition.

Receivables and liabilities expressed
in foreign currencies
Receivables and liabilities expressed in foreign currencies are restated at the rate of exchange prevailing on
balance sheet date. Any differences that may arise are
either credited or debited to income. When loans or forward contracts are entered into, to hedge investments
in international subsidiaries, any exchange rate differences that may arise are offset in the Group by an
amount corresponding to the differences arising from
the recalculation of the net assets of international subsidiaries.

Other receivables and liabilities
Receivables have been stated in the amounts expected
to be received. Other assets and liabilities have been
stated at nominal values.

NOTES
NOTE 1

SEGMENT REPORTING

Primary segment
Pandox’ primary segment is comprised of two operating branches – property operations and hotel operations.
Information in accordance with segment reporting is presented in the consolidated income statement and balance sheet.

Secondary segment
Year 2013

Stockholm Gothenburg

Property revenue
Property costs
Operating net
Book value of properties
Investments
Operating revenue – hotel operations
Operating costs – hotel operations
Operating proﬁt – hotel operations

Finland

Norway

International

Adjustment

Total

227.3
–41.4
185.9

94.0
–9.3
84.7

182.3
–19.2
163.1

157.1
–25.9
131.2

1.0
–6.2
–5.2

19.4
–10.7
8.7

316.3
–22.0
294.3

–221.8
–
–221.8

775.6
–134.7
640.9

3,491.2

932.9

2,813.4

3,309.4

2,670.8

2,226.2

4,710.9

–

20,154.8

51.7
–
–
–

1.6
–
–
–

17.2
–
–
–

13.2
–
–
–

13.5
0.1
–0.1
0.0

1.1
–
–
–

204.1
1,285.5
–1,284.5
1.0

–
–
221.8
221.8

302.4
1,285.6
–1,062.8
222.8

Öresund Rest of Sweden

Year 2012

Stockholm Gothenburg

Property revenue
Property costs
Operating net
Book value of properties
Investments
Operating revenue – hotel operations
Operating costs – hotel operations
Operating proﬁt – hotel operations

NOTE 2

Öresund Rest of Sweden

International

Adjustment

Total

223.2
–38.6
184.6

94.2
–8.9
85.3

159.8
–30.4
129.4

146.0
–19.4
126.6

337.3
–25.2
312.1

–205.9
–
–205.9

754.6
–122.5
632.1

1,639.2

730.3

1,552.7

1,051.5

4,548.8

–

9,522.5

58.6
–
–
–

3.7
–
–
–

59.9
6.1
–6.3
–0.2

–1.7
–
–
–

215.1
1,149.9
–1,150.9
–1.0

–
–
205.9
205.9

335.6
1,156.0
–951.3
204.7

NOTE 4

RENTAL REVENUE

Revenues from hotel operations pertain to seven businesses operated under franchise
agreements, three hotel operations operated under management agreements as well
as four hotels operated by Pandox. Rent and remuneration for other property costs
which were paid by these hotel operator companies to the property company are
reported gross, i.e. they have not been eliminated in the income statement. This is done
to provide a more accurate picture of the operating net generated by the property company and the operating income of the hotel operating company. The elimination of
these items would imply that the total management revenue and the operating
company’s operating costs would be reduced by SEK 221.8 M for the year 2013
(205.9).

NOTE 3

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF RENTAL REVENUE

%
Sweden
Denmark
United Kingdom
Germany
Belgium
Norway
Finland
Switzerland
Canada
Total

2013

2012

57
8
4
9
13
1
–
3
5
100

56
7
5
11
13
–
–
3
5
100

DEPRECIATION ACCORDING TO PLAN
Group

SEK M
Buildings
Land improvements
Equipment
Total depreciation

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

–127.4
–1.2
–82.7
–211.3

–121.0
–1.2
–72.4
–194.6

–
–
–0.6
–0.6

–
–
–0.6
–0.6

Depreciation amounts to a total of SEK 211.3 M of which SEK 210.7 M (194.0) refers to
property operations and SEK 0.6 M (0.6) to administration.

NOTE 5

OTHER REVENUE

Property activities in the Group’s property-owning companies are administered by staff
employed by the Parent Company. The cost of these services has been invoiced to the
Group’s subsidiaries. Invoicing in 2013 amounted to SEK 56.7 M (55.0), which of 24.8
M has been invoiced to associated companies.

NOTE 6

INTEREST INCOME AND OTHER FINANCIAL
INCOME AND COSTS

The interest income of the Parent Company is divided into SEK 123.8 M (162.1) from
Group companies, SEK 9.0 M (9.9) from external parties, and SEK 0 M (0) from dividends
from subsidiaries. Of SEK –86.4 M (67.3) in other ﬁnancial income and cost in the Parent
Company, SEK –83.3 M (70.9) pertains to currency effects in valuation of liabilities in
foreign currency at closing date exchange rate. Of SEK 9.9 M (9.0) in Group interest
income, SEK 9.9 M (9.0) refers to external interest income and SEK 0.0 M (0.0) refers to
dividends from other shares and participations. Other ﬁnancial and costs in the Group
amounts to SEK –5.2 M (–7.3).
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NOTE 7

DEFERRED TAX AND ACTUAL TAX
Group

Parent Company

SEK M

2013

2012

2013

2012

Deferred tax expense for the year
Deferred tax expense relating to temporary differences
Deferred tax expense relating to deﬁcit deductions
Deferred tax expense relating to other provisions
Deferred tax expense relating to associate companies
Deferred tax reported in the income statement

–33.4
–9.6
1.9
–20.3
–61.4

25.2
–49.2
–1.3
–62.7
–88.0

37.8
–
–
–
37.8

–
–
–
–
–

Actual tax in the income statement
of which relating to associate companies

–197.0
–

–6.1
–2.9

–
–

13.4
–

Difference between reported tax and nominal tax rate
Reported proﬁt before tax
Tax as per applicable tax rate
Tax effect due to nontaxable income
Tax effect of nondeductible costs and other tax adjustments
Tax effect relating to foreign operations
Reported tax expense

389.1
–85.6
97.7
–245.6
–24.9
–258.4

458.3
–120.5
61.1
–54.4
19.7
–94.1

–185.0
40.7
26.1
–29.0
–
37.8

–59.6
15.7
3.1
–5.4
–
13.4

604.3
24.7
629.0

116.0
8.8
124.8

–
–
–

–
–
–

1,039.7
1,039.7

393.0
393.0

–
–

–
–

–410.7

–268.2

–

–

Deferred tax recoverable
Deﬁcit deductions
Other deferred tax recoverable
Total deferred tax recoverable
Deferred tax liabilities
Differences between book value and ﬁscal value of properties
Total deferred tax liabilities
Total deferred tax liabilities/recoverable net

The Group’s nominal tax rate is estimated at 21.1 per cent and in the Parent Company it amounts to 22.0 per cent. The effective income tax rate in the Group amounted in 2013
to 66.4 per cent (20.5). See more detailed comments regarding the paid tax in the Report of the board of directors. In the Parent Company the effective income tax rate amounted
to 20.5 per cent (22.5).

NOTE 8

LAND AND BUILDINGS
Group

SEK M

2013

2012

Opening acquisition value
Reclassiﬁed as equipment
Acquisition of properties
Investments
Disposals
Translation differences – balance sheet
Closing accumulated acquisition value

10,142.6
–131.6
10,292.0
192.0
0.0
54.6
20,549.6

10,230.5
–
–
88.4
–0.8
–175.5
10,142.6

Opening depreciation
Disposals
Depreciation for the year
Translation differences – balance sheet
Closing accumulated depreciation

–1,357.5
–
–128.6
–18.2
–1,504.3

–1,256.7
–
–122.2
21.4
–1,357.5

Closing residual value

19,045.2

8,785.1

Pandox has reached an agreement concerning a property divestment which will result in a capital gain during 2014.
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NOTE 9

EQUIPMENT
Group

SEK M
Opening acquisition value
Reclassiﬁed from land and buildings
Acquisition of equipment
Investments
Disposals
Translation differences – balance sheet
Closing accumulated acquisition value
Opening depreciation
Disposals
Depreciation for the year
Translation differences – balance sheet
Closing accumulated depreciation
Closing residual value

NOTE 10

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

1,337.9
131.6
187.3
119.3
–8.8
36.5
1,803.8

1,122.6
–
–
255.8
–11.3
–29.2
1,337.9

3.0
–
–
–
–
–
3.0

7.9
–
–
0.3
–5.2
–
3.0

–598.4
–
–82.7
–12.3
–693.4

–544.4
4.0
–72.4
14.4
–598.4

–0.9
–
–0.6
–
–1.5

–5.5
5.2
–0.6
–
–0.9

1,110.4

739.5

1.5

2.1

SHARES AND PARTICIPATIONS IN SUBSIDIARIES

Parent Company
Hotab Förvaltnings AB
Pandox Förvaltning AB
Hotab 6 AB
Fastighets AB Grand Hotel i Helsingborg
Solna Torg Fastighets AB
Pandox Fastighets AB
Fastighets AB Mora Hotell
Fastighets AB Stora Hotellet i Jönköping
Pandox Belgien AB
Pandox Hotel Management AB
Hotellus Holding AB
Pandox Luxemburg AB
Fastighets AB Porpur
Pandox i Halmstad AB
Pandox i Borås AB
Grand i Borås Fastighets AB
Hotell Värmdövägen 84 AB
Hotellus International AB
KB Lorensberg 49:2
Hotellus Östersund AB
Ademrac Holding 1 AB
Ademrac Holding 2 AB
Ademrac AB
Le Nouveau Palace SA
Convention Hotel International AG
Hotellus Denmark A/S
Hotel Bloom SA
Pandox Belgium SA
Pandox i Malmö AB
Ypsilon Hotell AB
Pandox Kolmården AB
Hotellus Sverige Ett AB
Hotellus Sverige Två AB
Sech Holding AB
Total Pandox AB (publ)

Corp. Reg. No.

Registered
ofﬁce

Number
of shares

Par value

Per cent
owned

Book value
SEK M

556475-5592
556097-0815
556473-6352
556473-6329
556711-8236
556473-6261
556475-9370
556469-4064
556495-0078
556469-9782
556475-9446
556515-9216
556349-8327
556549-8978
556528-0160
556030-7083
556286-4826
556030-2506
916833-3269
556367-3697
556683-3371
556683-3363
556426-2748
446188
270.3.001.168-3
28970927
0476.704.322
0890.427.732
556704-3723
556481-4134
556706-8316
556778-8699
556778-8707
556819-2214

Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Gothenburg
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Brussels
Basle
Copenhagen
Brussels
Brussels
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm

1,000
5,500
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
10,000
10,000
1,000
1,000
6,506
1,000
7,480,000
–
1,000
10,093
10,010
1,790,042
3,000
14,000
5,000
68,808
100,000
1,000
1,000
100,000
1,000
1,000
357,000

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
10
100
100
100
100
100
100
–
100
100
100
100
–
–
–
–
–
100
100
1
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
75
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
6,6
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

285.1
304.7
0.1
15.9
113.7
0.1
0.2
30.1
4.0
0.1
16.1
68.3
0.1
8.7
61.5
10.0
4.3
970.2
0.0
3.0
219.4
219.6
3.4
291.4
6.2
61.5
67.3
471.6
142.0
39.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
3,436.8
6,855.4

Only companies directly owned by Pandox AB are included in Note 10. For information regarding other group related companies,
please refer to the Annual Report ﬁled with the Swedish Companies Registration Ofﬁce.
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NOTE 11

OTHER SHARES AND PARTICIPATIONS

Other shares and participations of SEK 1,566.9 M in 2012 refers to the shareholding of Sech Holding AB that during the autumn 2010 acquired 100 per cent of the shares in Norgani
Hotels AS. In 2012, Pandox ownership of Sech Holding AB amounted to 50 per cent and is reported according to the equity method. On December the 1st 2013, Pandox acquired
the outstanding 50 per cent share of the Norgani group and subsequently, the Norgani group companies are consolidated as fully owned subsidiaries.

NOTE 12

LIABILITIES TO CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
Group

SEK M
Liabilities that fall due within one year following balance sheet date
Liabilities that fall due between one and four years following balance sheet date
Liabilities that fall due ﬁve or more years following balance sheet date
Total

NOTE 13

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

123.4
8,685.1
5,754.4
14,562.9

130.6
2,219.8
5,640.9
7,991.3

120.0
2,194.4
2,737.7
5,052.1

130.6
2,052.3
2,716.9
4,899.8

ACCRUED ASSETS AND CONTINGENT REVENUE
Group

Parent Company

SEK M

2013

2012

2013

2012

Prepaid rents
Accrued interest expenses
Property tax
Unrealised hedge results
Other
Total

89.2
83.9
12.8
–
256.3
442.2

43.3
29.6
0.7
–
165.6
239.2

–
20.6
–
–
23.2
43.8

–
15.5
–
–
21.3
36.8

NOTE 14

PLEDGED ASSETS AND CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Group

SEK M
Pledged assets for loans from credit institutions
Property mortgages
Pledged deposit
Contingent liabilities
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Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

12,552.7
7.0
4.3

5,838.9
7.0
414.4

–
–
3,987.5

–
–
3,904.5

NOTE 15

AUDIT FEES AND REMUNERATION
Group

SEK M
KPMG
Audit assignments
Other assignments
SET Revisionsbyrå
Audit assignments
Other
Other assignments
Total

NOTE 16

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

4.3
1.1

3.7
1.5

1.4
0.3

1.2
0.5

–

–

–

–

0.1
5.5

0.4
5.6

–
1.7

–
1.7

PERSONNEL
Group

Average number of employees
Men
Women
Total
Of whom employed in Sweden
Of whom employed in Belgium
Of whom employed in Germany
Of whom employed in Canada
Board of directors and senior managers and executives
Men
Women
Total
Wages, salaries and other remuneration, SEK M
Board of Directors and CEO
Wages, salaries and other remuneration
Social security costs
Pension costs
Total
Other employees
Wages, salaries and other remuneration
Social security costs
Pension costs
Total
Wages, salaries and other remuneration per country, SEK M
Sweden
Board of Directors and CEO
Other employees
Belgium other employees
Germany other employees
Canada other employees
Total

Parent Company

2013

2012

2013

2012

657
655
1,312

556
513
1,069

11
12
23

11
13
24

23
521
392
376

24
457
217
371

23
–
–
–

24
–
–
–

9
2
11

9
2
11

8
2
10

8
2
10

6.8
2.3
1.5
10.6

6.4
1.8
1.6
9.8

6.8
2.3
1.5
10.6

6.4
1.8
1.6
9.8

419.7
87.1
13.3
520.1

366.4
81.5
12.5
460.4

23.4
8.5
4.7
36.6

25.4
7.6
4.8
37.8

6.8
23.5

6.4
25.3

6.8
23.5

6.4
25.3

151.8
94.8
156.4
433.3

148.3
40.7
152.0
372.7

–
–
–
30.3

–
–
–
31.7

Personnel employed in Belgium relate to the operator activities of the Crowne Plaza Brussels – Le Palace, the Holiday Inn Brussels Airport, the Crowne Plaza Antwerp, The Hotel Brussels, Hilton Brussels City and the Hotel BLOOM!. Personnel employed in Germany to Hotel Berlin, Berlin, Holiday Inn Lübeck, Radisson Blu Dortmund and Radisson Blu Bremen. Personnel employed in Canada relate to InterContinental Montreal and Hyatt Regency Montreal.
The remuneration of the Members of the Board is established by the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders. The remuneration of the Chief Executive Ofﬁcer (CEO) is composed
of a basic salary, a bonus, a company car, and a retirement pension scheme. The age of retirement of the CEO is 65 years, with the possibility of retiring at the age of 60. In the case of
termination, the CEO shall be given a period of notice of 24 months by the Company, with a deduction clause. Upon resignation by the CEO, a period of notice of 6 months shall apply.
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PROPOSED DISPOSITION OF EARNINGS
The following proﬁts are at the disposition of the forthcoming Annual General Meeting of Shareholders:
Balance brought forward
Proﬁt for the year

SEK 2,550,196,779
SEK –147,168,871
SEK 2,403,027,908

The Board of Directors and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer propose that the accumulated proﬁts be appropriated as follows:
Dividend to the shareholders, SEK 8.50 per share
Amount to be carried forward

SEK 212,500,000
SEK 2,190,527,908
SEK 2,403,027,908

Stockholm, 18 February 2014

Christian Ringnes
Chairman
Leiv Askvig

Christian Sundt

Olaf Gauslå

Bengt Kjell

Helene Sundt

Mats Wäppling

Anders Nissen
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Our audit report pertaining to this annual report and consolidated
ﬁnancial statements was submitted on 18 February 2014.

Per Gustafsson
Authorized Public Accountant
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Willard Möller
Authorized Public Accountant

AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the annual meeting of the shareholders of Pandox AB (publ),
corporate identity number 556030-7885
Report on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
We have audited the annual accounts and consolidated accounts of Pandox
AB (publ) for the year 2013. The annual accounts and consolidated
accounts of the company are included in the printed version of this
document on pages 79–94.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the Managing Director
for the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the
preparation and fair presentation of these annual accounts and consolidated
accounts in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act, and for such internal
control as the Board of Directors and the Managing Director determine is
necessary to enable the preparation of annual accounts and consolidated
accounts that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these annual accounts and
consolidated accounts based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing and generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Those standards require that we
comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about
the amounts and disclosures in the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the
company’s preparation and fair presentation of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the company’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the annual accounts
and consolidated accounts.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufﬁcient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinions
In our opinion, the annual accounts and consolidated accounts have been
prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in
all material respects, the ﬁnancial position of the parent company and the
group as of 31 December 2013 and of their ﬁnancial performance and cash
ﬂows for the year then ended in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.

The statutory administration report is consistent with the other parts of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
We therefore recommend that the annual meeting of shareholders adopt
the income statement and balance sheet for the parent company and the
group.
Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
In addition to our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts,
we have examined the proposed appropriations of the company’s proﬁt or
loss and the administration of the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director of Pandox AB (publ) for the year 2013.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the Managing Director
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for appropriations of
the company’s proﬁt or loss, and the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director are responsible for administration under the Companies Act.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion with reasonable assurance on
the proposed appropriations of the company’s proﬁt or loss and on the
administration based on our audit. We conducted the audit in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden.
As a basis for our opinion on the Board of Directors’ proposed appropriations of the company’s proﬁt or loss, we examined the Board of Directors’
reasoned statement and a selection of supporting evidence in order to be able
to assess whether the proposal is in accordance with the Companies Act.
As a basis for our opinion concerning discharge from liability, in addition
to our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, we examined signiﬁcant decisions, actions taken and circumstances of the company
in order to determine whether any member of the Board of Directors or the
Managing Director is liable to the company. We also examined whether any
member of the Board of Directors or the Managing Director has, in any other
way, acted in contravention of the Companies Act, the Annual Accounts Act
or the Articles of Association.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufﬁcient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Opinions
We recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders that the proﬁt be
appropriated in accordance with the proposal in the statutory administration
report and that the members of the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director be discharged from liability for the ﬁnancial year.

Stockholm, February 18, 2014

Per Gustafsson
Authorized Public Accountant

Willard Möller
Authorized Public Accountant
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